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Abstract
Sawyer, Caroline Elizabeth. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. August, 2016. Ditka
wears Prada: Inclusion, competition and resistance through fantasy football. Major Professors:
Dr. Craig O. Stewart & Dr. Kristine M. Markman.
Sports & sports fandom, especially football, is a "historically a male cultural practice"
and has recently experienced an increase in women’s participation (Gosling, 2007, p. 250), with
45% of NFL fans identified as women (Jessop, 2012). However, even with the recent increase in
participation, women remain marginalized. Further, women are traditionally restricted to their
roles as mothers and wives due to the hegemonic masculinity ideologies of sport. In addition,
this marginalization causes women’s sport fandom to be called into question based on the simple
fact that they are women.
Although women are denied membership in the group of “sports fans” (Markovits &
Albertson, 2012), the NFL recognized the power of women as consumers. Women purchase 46%
of official NFL merchandise, spend 80% of all sport apparel dollars, control 60% of all money
spent on men’s clothing, and comprise almost one-third of ESPN’s audience. Thus, the NFL
started tailoring commercials to women as the primary purchaser and developed NFL apparel
just for women (Jessop, 2012). In addition to participation as consumers, women found another
avenue for participation in football – fantasy sports.
Over the course of the 2013 fall football season, I interviewed 28 highly intelligent, very
media savvy women who play fantasy football and consider themselves to be authentic NFL
fans. Data collection took place in the form of online, semi-structured interviews. I conducted a
grounded theory analysis within a critical discourse studies framework of the interviewee data,
and found three common themes. First, these interviewees argued that they felt excluded by the
NFL, but felt that they were able to overcome this exclusion through their participation in fantasy
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football; arguing that fantasy football is inclusive. Second, these interviewees suggested that the
competitive nature of fantasy football is empowering and that they found fantasy football to be a
safe place for competition, as opposed to the backlash that participants described that they
encounter when they are competitive in their workplaces. Ultimately, I found that through
participation in fantasy football, these women are resisting the hegemonic masculinity of
American football on multiple levels, all while simultaneously reinforcing hegemonic
masculinity within American culture.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“The start of the pro-football season on Thursday isn’t just a national holiday for
America’s men — more and more women are getting into the second national pastime by
drafting their own virtual NFL teams” according to Nicole Pesce (2014) of the New York Daily
News (para 1). She is right. While 80% of fantasy sports players are men, 20% are women. In the
fantasy football arena that translates into 6.4 million women who played in 2013 (FSTA, 2014).
The phenomenon is drastically changing the world of sports fandom.
Fantasy sports provide an opportunity for the average sports fan to act as a
manager/owner of a sports team. The uberfan, who maintains one or more fantasy sports teams,
watches sports to not only enjoy the game and know the final outcome, but also to track the
success of the individual players who play for their fantasy team. This fan is highly engaged in
fandom.
While there are multiple types of fantasy sports, fantasy football is by far the most
popular, with 69.4% of all fantasy players identifying it as their favorite (FSTA, 2014). Aside
from being popular, fantasy football creates an interesting phenomenon within sports fandom,
particularly for women. This is because American football is one of the sports that women
cannot play equally in the K-12 level. It makes it one of the sports in which women do not have
automatic credibility because of their lack of participation; others include wrestling and ice
hockey (Messner, 1992). However, participation in fantasy football gives women the ability to
metaphorically “play football.”
For me, that’s exactly how I felt the first time I played. Fantasy football allowed me to
“play ball” with the boys. It is this unique crossing of technology and sports that allows women
1

to participate in American football like they have not been able to before. This is how I began
my inquiry into women and their participation in fantasy football leagues. I wanted to know and
understand if other women had the same experience as me. I was also interested in the
connection between family, sports participation, and fantasy football participation. I always
wanted to play football growing up and I was a multi-sport athlete. Additionally, my mom is the
biggest football fan in my family, so I was interested in if other women had the same driving
fandom aspect.
American Football and Culture
It is not uncommon to hear people compare American football to a religion in this
country. In fact, some scholars have spent their careers studying this theory. It is an easy
comparison as many fans perform very specific rituals on the holy day of Sunday when games
are played at large stadiums that mimic churches or cathedrals. Additionally, fans gather in small
groups to watch the games much like a small group bible study, while many spend time during
the week in individual study through media consumption of their favorite team. Furthermore, the
Super Bowl is described as the Christmas of the American football religion (Forney, 2010; Price,
2001; Rosengren, 2004). Wenner (2009) suggests that this day is an unofficial holiday in the
American culture. Many of us know this to be true as we gather with others to celebrate this
“holiday” in the form of a Super Bowl party that includes “traditional” Super Bowl party food
(chips, dips, and meats). Some viewers just watch the game in order to see the advertisements,
which in 2015 sold for $4.5 million per 30 s ad. According to Nielsen, the 2015 Super Bowl set a
viewing record of 114.5 million households. It is by far the most popular sport and the Super
Bowl remains the single most viewed nationally televised event (Patten, 2015).
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Pope (2007) argues that American football epitomizes American exceptionalism, because
the creation of the new sport is synonymous with America’s bravery in breaking away from the
Empire. American football is seen “as a key cultural carrier of patriotic meaning during the
heyday of popular nationalism” (Pope, 2007, p. 99). In addition to its cultural significance,
football has tremendous economic impact. The National Football League is a multi-billion dollar
business, expecting to take in almost $9.5 billion in one season, which includes broadcasting
right, sponsorships, and ticket sales. In addition, games add about $5 billion to the local
economies of NFL cities. On average, an NFL fan will spend approximately $2,036 per year and
$89,584 in their lifetime on their NFL fandom (NFL Players Association by Edgeworth
Economics). American football is an integral part of our culture that both men and women
participate in; well, women to limited extent (Forney, 2010; Price, 2001; Rosengren, 2004;
Wenner, 2009). For women, the extent to which American football is part of our culture is a
peripheral one as a cheerleader, as a sports mom or as an accessory fan. This is because women,
as young girls, are socialized without the direct participation or playing of football.
Women and Sports
The role of women in American football, whether it is women playing fantasy football or
women as American football fans, is predicated in the historical struggle of women to play
sports. Over the past 40 years, women’s participation in sports increased significantly due to the
passing of the Education Amendments of 1972, which includes the Title IX statute. Title IX
states that “No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance” (Title IX Statute, 1972). While this
statute was meant to bring equality to women in the educational environment, the statute is best
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known for its contribution to gender equality in sports in the educational setting. Essentially,
Title IX requires educational institutions to offer both male and female students equal
opportunities to play sports, equal access to scholarship funds, and equal allocation of resources
(National Women’s Law Center, 2012).
Prior to the passing of Title IX fewer than 32,000 women played intercollegiate sports
and women received only 2% of athletic budgets. Additionally, fewer than 295,000 girls
participated in high school varsity athletics. Today, more than 193,000 women compete at the
collegiate level and more than 2.8 million girls participate at the varsity level in high school
(National Women’s Law Center, 2012). Title IX’s additional positive impacts on women include
greater academic opportunities and success, increase in employment opportunities, and added
health benefits (National Women’s Law Center, 2012). Additionally, research found that girls
and women who play sports are more content with their lives, have higher levels of self-esteem,
volunteer more, are less likely to be depressed, are less at risk for body dissatisfaction, and are
less likely to use drugs or participate in risky behavior (Women’s Sports Foundation, 2009). In
other words, women who participate in sports experience tremendous long-term benefits.
Despite this tremendous success, complete equality is still out of reach. While women
make up over half of the enrollment in higher educational institutions, only 44% of all collegiate
athletes are women. Also, for every dollar spent on women’s athletics nearly two and half dollars
are spent on men’s sports, primarily on football and basketball (National Women’s Law Center,
2012). For example, in 2013 at The University of Memphis 60% of total student body enrollment
consisted of women (http://memphis.edu/oir/enrollment/enrollgenerator.php), while only 37% of
athletes were women, which was 149 female athletes out of 405 total student athletes
(www.gotigersgo.com). While this doesn’t seem very equal in the area of participation, it is even
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more unequal when it comes to expenditures. In 2010, the University of Memphis reported the
Athletic Department’s expenditures at $36,456,962.41. Of that only $5.7 million was spend on
women’s sports (a mere 16%), while $30.4 million was spent on men’s sports (83%). Of the
$30.4 million spent on men’s sports, $11 million was spent specifically on football and their 92
student athletes (University Athletic Funding, 2011). This number is almost double the amount
spent on women’s sports and the number of football players receiving scholarships is more than
twice that of all female student athletes. As the numbers demonstrate, Title IX does not provide
equality in sports but it instead provides that women are not left out. However, it does suggest
that football is a powerful sport. One of the other demonstrations of this sport’s power is that
there is not a female counterpart to American football in the K-12 system or the collegiate
system. Women do not grow up playing American football. While rectifying this lack of equity
in the participation of American football might not solve the lack of equality in sports, it might
solve some long term issues that keep women from being considered equal as a fan of American
football.
Football has been at odds with Title IX since the beginning. One protest against this
statute came in the form of the Tower Amendment, proposed by Senator Tower of Texas, which
called for an exemption for revenue-producing sports, such as football (Women’s Sports
Foundation, 2005). The primary argument for the exclusion of football from Title IX regulations
is that football accounts for almost half of the revenue in athletic departments and has three times
the amount of scholarships to any single women’s sport. Because Title IX compliance typically
requires institutions to allow for equal participation and for equal funding of sports for both men
and women, many non-revenue generating men’s sports, such as wrestling, are cut in favor of
keeping the football programs and to be compliant with Title IX. Other arguments include that
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men’s basketball, while a revenue generating sport, does not have this same problem because the
women’s basketball team, particularly in larger NCAA programs, is essentially the same as the
men’s, with the same number of players, similar facilities, and closely aligned budgets (Gavora,
2005). However, football does not have a female counterpart in the collegiate athletic program,
nor at the K-12 level. This sets forth a larger issue than football’s possible exclusion from Title
IX. It brings to light the issue of women’s exclusion from football in general, whether from
playing with men or playing football in the form of women’s teams and leagues. Some would
argue that women are not physically built to play football while others would argue that it’s a
man’s sport, while still others argue that women aren’t allowed to play football because of the
hyper-masculine stereotype of the sport. Title IX gave girls and women much needed support
from educational institution and an opportunity for participation. However, Title IX has not
provided complete equality and might never be able to do so.
Women and Sports Fandom
Women’s lack of participation in sports in general, and specifically in American football,
directly impacts women’s sports fandom. This can be illustrated in the fact that most sports
fandom research identifies men as the primary sports fan (Hugenberg, Haridakis, & Earnheardt,
2008). The primary personality attributes of sports fans are competiveness, sensation-seeking,
and need for group affiliation, all of which are perceived to be masculine in nature by the
researchers, with family and friendship playing a significant role in becoming a sports fan
(Gantz, Wilson, Lee, & Fingerhut, 2008).
The majority of sports fans believe that their fandom is inherent to their nature of being
and because of this their fandom is part of their practices of everyday life, even to the extent that
it dictates it on some level (Bognon, 2008). Most sports fans consume their sport on a mundane
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ordinary level much as they do other forms of consumption. For these fans, sports are not
necessarily a special occasion, but rather a habit, much like brushing your teeth. For example, a
dedicated fan will check their team’s information online up to ten times a day. This includes
checking scores, injury reports, and reading articles. Further, if the fan cannot get immediate
access to the team information, he/she will go to out of their way to obtain it (Crawford, 2004).
In this way sports fandom becomes not just an identity, but also a performance.
Much of the scholarship on sports fandom examines motivations for consumption
through viewing and fan-content such as message boards or communities discussing their teams
and exhibiting social capital, with the main motives being entertainment, self-esteem, and
companionship (Earnheardt & Haridakis, 2008; Watts, 2008). Fan identification impacts the
affective, cognitive and behavioral aspects of sports fans, which can be positive or negative
depending on their team's wins or losses (Dietz-Uhler & Lanter, 2008). General fandom, defined
by Fiske (2010) as the act of being a fan and participating in fan culture and fan behavior,
research examines the fan, or someone who is labeled by their excessive enthusiasm and intense
devotion to an entertainment production or a celebrity (Fiske, 2010), and the production of
fandom (i.e., Jenkins, 2006; Anderson, 2007). Sports fandom scholarship has addressed the
examination of the sports fan, but has not addressed production of fandom (Crawford, 2004;
Jenkins, 2012). This could be due to the fact that many sports fans do not produce fan works
such as fan fiction. However, sports fans do participate in fan production through collective
intelligence on message boards and blogs.
Although sports are "historically a male cultural practice," recently women’s participation
in fandom increased, specifically in American football fandom (Gosling, 2007, p. 250).
According to Tracey Bleczinski, vice president of NFL Consumer Products, 45% of NFL fans
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are women and the number continues to grow (Jessop, 2012). However, despite the recent
increase in participation, women remain marginalized. This marginalization takes place because
"there is very little understanding of what it means to be a female sports fan and how this is
located in women's everyday lives" (Gosling, 2007, pp. 259-60). Furthermore, women are
traditionally restricted to their roles as mothers and wives due to the hegemonic masculinity
ideologies of sports, such as natural sex difference or the belief that men are naturally physically
superior to women (Messner, 1988), and this causes women’s sports fandom to be called into
question based on the simple fact that they are women (Gosling, 2007).
Membership as a sports fan requires barriers to entry with the first barrier being gender
(Gantz et al., 2008; Markovits & Albertson, 2012). In contemporary America, the act of being a
sports fan “is an essential ingredient of being a man in the hegemonic culture" (Markovits &
Albertson, 2012, p. 124). This inherent level of exclusivity is meant to keep women out by
regarding sports a space for men to perform their masculinity. The second barrier to entry is
proof of knowledge grounded in the assumption that because women can't or don't play sports
that they then do not have the knowledge required to be a fan (Markovits & Albertson, 2012).
Despite these barriers to entry, 73% of women self-identify as sports fans (Markovits &
Albertson, 2012).
Although women are routinely denied membership in the group of “sports fans,” the NFL
recognizes the power of women as consumers, as they account for 85% of all consumer
purchases in the U.S, including 46% of official NFL merchandise, 80% of all sports apparel
dollars, and 60% of men’s clothing. For these reasons, the NFL began to tailor commercials to
women as the primary purchaser and developed a new line of NFL apparel just for women
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(Jessop, 2012). In addition to participation as consumers, women found another avenue for
participation in football – fantasy football.
Fantasy Football
Fantasy sports is one of the fastest growing areas of professional sports, with over 34
million total fantasy sports players in 2013, 72% of which were fantasy football players (FSTA,
2014). Fantasy football is a unique game that mixes virtual play and reality of the game. It
consists of participants drafting actual football players into a fantasy football team that is part of
a fantasy football league. The participants then play their team against other teams in the league
earning points from how the drafted actual football players play in an actual game. Essentially,
the fantasy football participant is the team owner and coach for their fantasy football team
(Lomax, 2006).
Initial fantasy sports games were played using game boards, player cards, dice, and a
detailed set of rules. The first commercial game appeared in 1951 in the form of a baseball
fantasy board game. While fantasy football wasn’t the first on the scene it quickly became the
most popular after being developed in 1962 by Bill Winkenbach, who at the time was a limited
partner in the AFL Oakland Raiders, Scotty Stirling and George Ross, who were two writers
from the Oakland Tribune, on a road game (Lomax, 2006). The infamous question, "if you could
create your dream team, who would be on it?" became a game. Once fantasy football moved
online in the 1990s, it became a billion dollar industry, driving traditional sports marketing to
consider this a legitimate target area (Oates, 2009). In fact, this area is such a large target for
marketers that a recent study commissioned by the Fantasy Sports Trade Association (a fantasy
sports professional group) identified the purchasing habits of the nearly 30 million online
players, playing sports such as baseball, basketball, football, hockey, bowling, boxing, cricket,
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fishing, golf, gymnastics, outdoor sports, racing, rugby, skiing, soccer, tennis, and wrestling (just
in the United States and Canada), as being “well in excess of both the general population and
sports fans at large” (Fisher, 2008).
With such a growing popularity in fantasy football, online participation grew as well. The
original online hosting sites consisted of ESPN, NFL, Yahoo, and CBS. However, this market
also grew significantly due to the increasing demand. Some of the newer larger hosting sites
include Fantasy Football Today, The Huddle, Football Guys, and Pigskin Boss. Hosting sites
have also expanded to offer fantasy football participants more services such as expert advice,
message boards, and forums.
Participation in fantasy football also increased. In 2000, most of the participants were
male with fewer than 10% being female. Fantasy sports participants spent one to four hours a
week in fantasy sports, primarily in fantasy football. The primary reason for participating in
fantasy sports was friendship, with fun and thrill of competition ranking second and third
respectively (Indiana University, 2000).
More recent research shows a growing change in women’s participation levels with more
than half of teen girl online gamers including sports and strategy games in their online play
(Lenhart et al., 2008). The Fantasy Sports Trade Association found that 20 to 25% of all fantasy
sports players are female (Females increase their gaming presence, 2008). This includes 6.4
million women playing fantasy football in 2013 (Pesce, 2014). Thomas Bowers, co-director of
the Sports and Entertainment Academy at Indiana University, argued that this increase has to do
with what he calls the “domination effect” and found that 40% of all women who are players like
the feeling of being in control (Lorge, 2007). This could also be because the current generations
of women who are now playing fantasy football are the first of women who have had the true
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benefit of the implementation of Title IX. These women grew up playing sports with less cultural
resistance. In other words, sports as an activity is more readily available to these women because
of institutional changes within the education system.
Purpose of the Study
This study seeks to understand women’s experiences as sports fans through the lens of
fantasy football. More specifically, the overall goal of this study is to understand how fantasy
football may be seen to both enable and constrain women’s participation in sports and sports
fandom. To accomplish this goal, I conducted a grounded theory analysis, using a critical
discourse framework, of narratives of women who participate in fantasy football as it relates to
their American football fan experience.
This research contributes to scholarship in multiple ways. First, this study will contribute
to research about women as sports fans and women as consumers of sports as it seeks to
understand how women consume American football via fantasy football participation. Second,
this study will contribute to scholarship about fantasy sports and fantasy football, specifically
addressing women as participants. Currently only one study addresses women as participants in
fantasy football. Third, this research will contribute to the area of organizational communication
in several ways. It explores a new area of organizational communication by exploring the
concept of play at work. It also provides an illustration of how women use fantasy football as a
safe space for competition in the workplace and how this activity constitutes a possible strategy
for inclusion at work. This study also contributes to game studies scholarship as it explores the
mixed virtual and reality gaming of fantasy football. Also, this research contributes to discourse
studies scholarship by exploring the dichotomous talk that these women engage in when
discussing competitive spirit in fantasy football versus cooperativeness at work. Finally, this
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research contributes to the area of critical cultural studies scholarship by demonstrating not only
the hegemonic power of American football, but also revealing the multiple levels of resistance
that these women engage in while playing fantasy football.
Overview
In chapter 2, I provide a theoretical background pertaining to hegemony and American
football. In particular, I include historical information and findings from those scholars who
study American football. Next, I argue that American football, more specifically the National
Football League and its use of the media, is a hegemonic masculine power structure within
American culture. Finally, I discuss forms of deviancy, resistance and appropriation within the
hegemonic structure of American football.
Chapter 3 addresses the methods used to collect and analyze data. First, I cover the
theoretical background of critical discourse studies as my analytical framework. Then I discuss
the specific method for data collection used such as recruitment, participant details, data
collection process, and the interview protocol. Finally, I address the process of analysis used,
which includes the computer-assisted analysis program, grounded theory coding process, and the
themes that emerged.
In chapters 4 and 5, and 6, I summarize the themes exclusion/inclusion, competition, and
resistance, as set forth in chapter 3. Using these themes as a guide, in each respective chapter, I
include examples of mainstream media discourses, as well as relevant research, in order to
confirm and contextualize these themes. It is the interdiscursivity of these themes, specifically
chapter 4 & chapter 6 themes, in football media, that lends understanding to how women who are
football fans see themselves positioned by the NFL, media, and male fans, within the hegemony
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of American football. This interdiscursivity brings to light the masculine ideology that is
promoted by media discourse.
Finally, in chapter 6, I address the significance of this study by presenting three specific
conclusions: fantasy football as a form for resistance, a competitive space at work, and a
conversation about women as the other. Next, I address some notable themes within the data.
Then, I provide an understanding of the limitations of this study. Finally, I make
recommendations for how this study can be expanded by addressing three potential areas for
further research: understanding men’s acceptance of women playing fantasy football,
understanding the relationship between women and fantasy football at work, and understanding
women who work in the context of the NFL.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review: American Football & Media as a Hegemony

On February 1st, 2015, the National Football League (NFL) held its national
championship, also known as the Super Bowl. Neilsen reported that this year’s ratings were up
4% to 49.7% of USA viewers compared to last year. Facebook estimated that 65 million people
conversed about the game on social media (more than any other Super Bowl and second only to
the World Cup, an international event with 265 million people conversing). Twitter estimated
that 28.4 million posted tweets during the Super Bowl. Overall, Neilsen reported that 114.4
million viewers watched the Super Bowl (NBCsports twitter article, 2015). These numbers are
impressive, especially when you understand that this television event is the single most watched
television event in the United States. However, the importance of this event goes far beyond the
numbers and into an understanding of the cultural significance of the event and thus the power of
American football as an institution.
The sport of football in America is powerful, particularly because of its relationship with
the media. While many researchers and advertisers (Lin, Lee, & Nai, 2008; Rowe, 2009; Schultz,
2012) call sports and the media the perfect marriage, I would argue that it is not sports in general
but specifically football and the media that are the perfect marriage (Rowe, 2009). Football is so
powerful that while Title IX has been able to penetrate nearly every other sport, football still
does not have any K-12 female equivalent. Yes, females are allowed to tryout and participate in
football at many K-12 schools; however, it still does not equate the participation level that Title
IX has been able to accomplish for women in sports such as basketball, softball, soccer, etc. This
lack of participation in football for women extends far beyond the playing field. In fact, it
directly relates to how men and women view their football fan identity.
14

This power structure originated with the NFL’s ability to solidify a cohesive league based
sports broadcasting rights/relationship with American media. This sports broadcasting rights
relationship was coupled with a precise production plan; meaning that every NFL game
broadcasted looked exactly the same, particularly the quality. League wide broadcasting rights
and a consistent production plan was something that Major League Baseball, once considered
America’s favorite pastime, tried to accomplish but it was voted down at the league meeting in
1945 (Maccambridge, 2005). It is this relationship that requires further examination in order to
understand the power phenomenon or hegemonic structure of American football.
In this chapter, I examine the structure of hegemony, specifically hegemonic masculinity,
and how ideology facilitates that structure. I also examine the history of American football along
with its media partnership as the foundation for the hegemonic masculinity of American football.
Finally, I discuss the long-term effects of this masculine, hegemony of American football and the
media.
Hegemony & Ideology
Gramsci (1971), the founder of the theory of cultural hegemony, argues that cultural
hegemony is the ability of the dominant class to effectively present their view of the world in
such a way that other, or subordinate, classes consent to it as if it’s natural or common sense. For
Gramsci (1971), this dominance is based on dominant discourses, or ideologies, that are
constantly shifting and under negotiation with other classes. Although some dominant classes
seek to incorporate all thoughts and behaviors as they relate to their interests, other dominant
classes seek to strictly maintain their version of reality and purposefully exclude other views in
order to do so. This creates a constant struggle to maintain dominance based on the definition of
reality (Gramsci, 1971).
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Cultural domination, in this sense, is based on negotiations and renegotiations within
society. Furthermore, “hegemony presupposes that account be taken of the interests and the
tendencies of the groups over which hegemony is to be exercised, and that a certain compromise
equilibrium should be formed” (Gramsci, 1971, p. 216). In other words, when the interests and
practices of the subordinate classes change, then the hegemonic system must make an
incorporative compromise in order to maintain dominance. Fiske (2010) further elaborates on
this struggle arguing that a “hegemony is a constant struggle against a multitude of resistances to
ideological domination, and any balance of forces that it achieves is always precarious, always in
need of re-achievement” (p. 41). Because of this constant negotiation and renegotiation,
hegemony is never complete but is constantly incorporating and changing. The dominant class
uses the mass media maintain their domination through consumer culture (Fiske, 2010). For the
purposes of this study, hegemony is then defined as social domination through discourses
presented by the mass media, social institutions and interpersonal interactions.
Ideological beliefs are the foundations of hegemonic structures. Members of society must
act on these beliefs in order for the hegemonic system to remain in power. According to
Althusser (1969), “ideology is a representation of the imaginary relationship of individuals to
their real conditions of existence” (p. 15). It is these representations that establish meaning based
upon ideology. Also, the material existence is our material purchases based on our beliefs, thus
the items become ideological.
Ideologies always communicate class positions. Many non-state (government) entities
use ideology to create and reinforce the power of the dominant class in the hegemonic system.
This is known as the ideological state apparatus, which is less tangible, ideological, and private
such as religion, education, communication and culture (Althusser, 1971). In other words,
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instead of exerting power over a group using fear of punishment, the power is exerting using the
fear of social ridicule.
Furthermore, “ideology interpellates individuals as subjects” (Althusser, 1971, p. 20). In
this process, the “ideology acts or functions in such a way that it recruits subjects among
individuals (it recruits them all, or transforms the individuals into subjects (it transforms them
all) by that very precise operation” and “which can be imagined along the lines of the most
commonplace everyday police (or other) hailing” (Althusser, 1971, p. 22). Once transformed into
a subject, the person is subjected to required thoughts and behaviors. For example, once a person
buys into the ideology of American football, he/she then becomes a subject of American football
and is expected to have specific thoughts and behaviors that conform, i.e. an American football
fandom.
Williamson (1978) argues that ideology is based on imaginary relationships and their
materialization is perfectly applied to the analysis of advertising (Storey, 2009). She argues that
“advertising is ideological in the sense that it represents an imaginary relationship to our real
conditions of existence” and “continually suggests that what really matters are distinctions based
on the consumption of particular goods” (Storey, 2009, pp. 78-79). It is this relationship between
ideology and the media that allowed the National Football League to produce and reproduce
hegemonic masculinity.
Hegemonic Masculinity
Hegemonic masculinity is “the maintenance of practices that institutionalize men’s
dominance over women” which is “constructed in relation to women and to subordinate
masculinities” (Connell, 1987, pp. 185-186). Within in this context all meanings and behaviors
that challenge hegemonic masculinity are deemed non-masculine (Connell, 1992). For example,
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when a man behaves in a feminine manner, he might be referred to as a girl or a derogatory term
referencing a girl.
There are three shared meanings of hegemonic masculinity: emotional detachment,
competition, and the sexual objectification of women (Bird, 1996). Bird (1996) uses the
following definitions for each of the three shared meanings. Emotional detachment, as defined
by Chodorow (1978), is “a meaning constructed through relationships within families whereby
young men detach themselves from mothers and develop gender identities in relation to that
which they are not” (Bird, 1996, p. 121). Competitiveness, as defined by Gilligan (1982), is “a
meaning constructed and maintained through relationships with other men whereby simple
individuality becomes competitive individuality” (Bird, 1996, p. 121). Sexual objectification of
women, as defined by Johnson (1988), is “a meaning constructed and maintained through
relationships with other men whereby male individuality is conceptualized not only as different
from female but as better than female” (Bird, 1996, p. 121). In addition to these three meanings,
heterosexuality and homophobia are foundational to hegemonic masculinity. Furthermore, any
understanding of hegemonic masculinity includes the understanding that in this context women
are the subject of oppression by men (Donaldson, 1993).
Sports, specifically American football, embodies the characteristics of hegemonic
masculinities. American football uses emotional detachment because it literally removes men
from women creating a homosocial, or nonsexual interpersonal attractions (Bird, 1996),
environment. It uses competition to create a hierarchy among men and to exclude women. It also
uses the sexual objectification of women by casting them in accessory roles such as the
cheerleader.
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Messner (1992) argues that commercial sports, such as American football, uses media
representations of masculinity to produce and reproduce domination. Although early researchers
(Gruneau, 1993; Hargreaves, 1995) argue that sports are used by the capitalist class as form of
ideological domination within hegemonic masculinity, more recent researchers (Connell &
Messerschmidt, 2005; Messner, 2002) argue that this theoretical framework is much more
flexible allowing for resistance and change. This explains why women have been incorporated
into sports in limited spaces, as hegemony must incorporate resistances in order to maintain its
domination. Within hegemonic masculinity, it is essential to understand that discourses, media or
otherwise, is a means in which men know themselves, practice identity behaviors, and perform
gender power and resistance (Whitehead, 1999).
Hegemonic masculinity does not function as the “commonest pattern in the everyday
lives of boys and men” but, “rather, hegemony works in part through the production of
exemplars of masculinity (e.g., professional sports stars), symbols that have authority despite the
fact that most men and boys do not fully live up to them” (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005, p.
846). This formulation of hegemonic masculinity allows for the potential of change in gender
negotiations through resistance to patriarchy by women and from men who perform alternative
masculinities. Furthermore, these resistances have caused the “historical construction and
reconstruction of hegemonic masculinities” and will continue to do so (Connell &
Messerschmidt, 2005, p. 846).
History of American Football
American Football can be traced to early versions of rugby football and association
football, which were both varieties of football played in England in the mid-nineteenth century.
They both involved a football being run over a line or being kicked at a goal. However, the big
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difference between American football and rugby was the introduction of the line of scrimmage
and the down and distance rules, both which were introduced by Walter Camp, a man known as
the “Father of American Football.” In the early twentieth century, college coaches, such as Glenn
“Pop” Warner and Eddie Cochems, revolutionized the game by introducing the forward pass. At
this time college football was the dominant version of the sport and still remains widespread in
the U.S. (MacCambridge, 2005).
Professional football is traced back to a contract game in 1892 between Allegheny
Athletic Association and the Pittsburgh Athletic Club. However, what is currently known as the
National Football League (NFL) was formed in 1920 under the name American Professional
Football Association. It began as a sport localized to Midwestern industrial cities, but became a
national phenomenon after the 1958 NFL championship between the Baltimore Colts and the
New York Giants, which was dubbed the “Greatest Game Ever Played.” In 1960, a rival league
known as the American Football League, formed by Texan Lamar Hunt, challenged the NFL’s
brief success and lead to a merger of the two leagues and creation of today’s most watched
television event, the Super Bowl, at the time called the AFL-NFL World Championship
(MacCambridge, 2005). While this merger created what we know to be modern day professional
football, it was the strategic media partnerships that took place during this timeframe that
catapulted this sport to national popularity.
Media Partnership
In the early 1950s, the National Football League, while it was struggling to edge out the
other leagues, accomplished a feat that the Major League Baseball had been unable to do:
broadcasting rights. Today, we see the fruit of this accomplishment; these broadcasting rights
were very different any that had been seen before. The NFL negotiated their broadcasting rights
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as a league instead of allowing each individual team to negotiate. This gave the league more
power over the production and distribution over their product, unlike the Major League Baseball,
who left it up to each team (MacCambridge, 2005).
However, what made The NFL successful over the AFL was that instead of giving each
team a proportioned amount of the broadcasting proceeds based on the success or their team or
based on the teams popularity, i.e. viewership, the NFL used their proceeds from all of the
broadcasting rights and split them equally among each team. This distribution of proceeds
allowed teams to stay afloat despite attendance. This in turn helped to keep the NFL afloat.
Additionally, the NFL set strict parameters as to how each game would be viewed. This gave the
league immense control over their product (MacCambridge, 2005).
With this control, the NFL hired three budding public relations experts to oversee what
would become known as brand management. This was something that had never been done
before in the world of sports, but after the success of DeBeers in selling diamonds, the NFL felt
that they didn’t have anything to lose. This strategy didn’t just sell a game, “but it created a full
force public relations strategy to bring the game to America" (MacCambridge, 2005).
Power over Title IX
The relationship between American football and the media not only established the sport
as the dominant sport in the United States, but it also gave the sport great power. The most
significant demonstration of this power is in the implementation of Title IX. Title IX states that
“No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance” (Title IX Statute, 1972). As previously discussed in
chapter one, this statute is best known for its contribution to gender equality in sports in the
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educational setting and requires educational institutions to offer both male and female students
equal opportunities to play sports, equal access to scholarship funds, and equal allocation of
resources (National Women’s Law Center, 2012).
Prior to the passing of Title IX fewer than 32,000 women played intercollegiate sports,
women received only 2% of athletic budgets, and fewer than 295,000 girls participated in high
school varsity athletics. However, in 2012, more than 193,000 women compete at the collegiate
level and more than 2.8 million girls participate at the varsity level in high school (National
Women’s Law Center, 2012). Research shows that Title IX has additional positive impacts on
women. (National Women’s Law Center, Women’s Sports Foundation, 2009). Despite this
tremendous success for women, American football has managed to navigate around this state
apparatus. For every dollar spent on women’s athletics nearly two and half dollars are spent on
men’s sports, primarily on football (National Women’s Law Center, 2012).
Football was at odds with Title IX since the beginning. The most memorable protest
against this statute was the Tower Amendment, proposed by Senator Tower of Texas, which
called for an exemption of revenue-producing sports, such as football (Women’s Sports
Foundation, 2005). It argued for the exclusion of football from Title IX regulations based on
football accounting for almost half of the revenue in athletic departments and having three times
the amount of scholarships to any single women’s sport. Because Title IX compliance typically
requires institutions to allow for equal participation and for equal funding of sports for both men
and women, many non-revenue generating men’s sports, such as wrestling are cut in favor of
keeping the football programs and to be compliant with Title IX (Gavora, 2005). Furthermore,
football does not have a female counterpart in the collegiate athletic program, which sets forth a
larger issue than football’s possible exclusion from Title IX. It brings to light the issue of
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women’s exclusion from football in general, whether from playing with men or playing football
in the form of women’s teams and leagues. Some would argue that women are not physically
built to play football while others would argue that it’s a man’s sport, while still others argue that
women aren’t allowed to play football because of the hyper-masculine stereotype of the sport.
Either way this is one sport that Title IX is unable to give women equality, most significantly in
America football.
Football Fans
While power over Title IX is a significant demonstration of the hegemonic masculinity
power of American football, that demonstration would not have been possible without the
ideological practices of football fans. The public relations strategy developed by the NFL sold
viewers on the lifestyle of American football fandom. This transitioned the mass audience into
the diffused audience or a subject of American football, in which the person is “subjected to its
specific patterns of thought and modes of behavior (Storey, 2009, p. 78).
Fandom matters because it matters to “those who are fans” (Gray, Sandvoss, &
Harrington, 2007, p. 1). In an attempt to understand these fans and their fandom, scholars have
studied fans through multiple lenses. Initially, scholars viewed fans as part of an obscure or
geeky subcultural group of our society that consisted of being an “other.” They were those who
pushed significantly against the hegemonic ideologies of our culture, expressing themselves in
way that we sought to understand. However, once our capitalistic culture realized that some of
these fans could be targeted in a very profitable manner they became a very valuable asset as a
dedicated audience. In the beginning stage of fan studies, scholars turned their approach to better
understand how the fan consumption aspect fit into our capitalistic culture. Additionally, they
found that fans could only be part of this audience if they fit into our capitalist society
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appropriately through their consumption and that only certain types of fan content were deemed
acceptable in this system, specifically fan consumption of sports, which fits well into the
hegemonic masculinity (Gray et al., 2007). While sports fans were excluded from the first
generation of fans studies, because historically fan studies dealt with subculture and sports was
dub as not to be that because of its support of the hegemonic masculinity ideologies of culture. In
the second generation of fan studies, sports fans became a group worth studying not just in
research but also in the media. This support of sports fandom became particularly acceptable as
prominent political officials and celebrities voiced their strong support of their sports fandom
such as celebrity appearances at games (Jack Nicholson at New York Knicks games) and
political candidates referencing sports in speeches (Kerry referenced Lambeau Field in 2004
campaign speech) (Gray et al., 2007).
In the second generation of fan studies there is a move away from the resistance narrative
of fandom into a Bourdieuan (1984) approach to understanding fan consumption as a
“replication of social and cultural hierarchies within fan- and subcultures” in which these fan
consumptions are a “reflection and further manifestation of our social, cultural, and economic
capital” (Gray et al., 2007, p. 6). In this generation of fan studies academic scholars are more
concerned with how the fan communities and the individual act of being a fan fit into our current
cultural existence instead of a revolt against the system. It is this wave of studies that move away
from the argument that fan communities are a place for the equalization of others, but instead
scholars argue that these communities with their hierarchy of social statuses reinforce the
inequalities that exist in our daily social lives (Gray et al., 2007). This is very clear when
examining American football fans as they perpetuate the hegemonic masculinity and anyone,
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specifically men and eventually women, who don’t follow the ideological rules are punished
through exclusion.
With being a fan becoming a popular mode of cultural consumption, the third generation
of fan studies focuses more on the “intrapersonal pleasures and motivations among fans, thus
refocusing on their relationship between fans’ selves and their fan objects” and furthers the
understanding of how social structures are tied to fan consumption along with incorporating an
understanding of the global-local dichotomy (Gray et al., 2007, p. 8). In addition, another new
area of research in fandom has risen in the understanding of spectacle and performance. This
generation of fan studies essentially does not study fandom as something that is completely
separate from or as a separate entity of life but as a distinct aspect of our everyday practices. In
these studies, scholars find that fans engage with mediated texts in a very emotional way because
of their investment in the fandom. In addition, fandom in this generation becomes a more loosely
identified concept that encompasses more than just television shows and sports, but also theater,
music, and a variety of interests (Gray et al., 2007).
In the third generation of fan studies, it is important to note that sports fan studies have
not progressed significantly from their surge in the second generation. For the most part, sports
fan studies have continued to revolve around the fan as a consumer in the capitalistic culture;
someone to be targeted. However, there are a few scholars worth mentioning who are conducting
research in this generation of fan studies.
The sports fan is considered an important part of the communication process of fandom
and thus an important aspect in itself to understand (Hugenberg et al., 2008). Sports fans exhibit
three distinct personality attributes: competiveness, sensation-seeking, and need for group
affiliation. Additionally, they find that family and friendship play a significant role in becoming
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a sports fan (Gantz et al., 2008). Highly identified sports fans argue that sports fans are
emotionally tied to their team's success (Wann & Grieve, 2008). This intense fan response can
have an impact on fan identification. Furthermore, fan identification has an impact on the
affective, cognitive and behavioral aspects of the sports fan, which can be positive or negative
depending on their team's wins or losses (Dietz-Uhler & Lanter, 2008). While the fan and their
identification are important, most of the research in sports fan studies deal with the fans
motivations for consumption. Many of these studies take the typical uses and gratifications
approach to understanding this aspect of the sports fan finding that the main motives are
entertainment, self-esteem, and companionship (Earnheardt & Haridakis, 2008). These
motivations not only deal with sports consumption through viewing, but sports consumption
through fan-content. While traditional fan studies generally find that fan-content consists of
creation of fandom through "new texts of variety of types on the basis of the characters and
situations depicted in the television programmes and films", sports fan-content exists
significantly in the virtual world (Abercrombie & Longhurst, 1998, p. 149). Sports fans do not
tend to write significant works of fiction surrounding their fandom, but spend a significant
amount of time online in fan message boards or communities discussing their teams and
exhibiting social capital (Watts, 2008).
Within the media industry, audiences present a capitalistic value. (This is an aspect that
the NFL is very familiar with.) Abercrombie and Longhurst (1998) identify three types of
audiences within this phenomenon: simple, mass, and diffused. The simple audience is compared
to a theatre audience, while the mass audience deals with mediated forms of communication. The
third, and most complex, type of audience is the diffused audience, which is compared to the
contemporary wedding. In this scenario, the audience is composed of everyone and they are
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always a member because we are constantly exposed to the media and its influence
(Abercrombie & Longhurst, 1998, p. 68). This is the American football fan after the inclusion of
media into the practice of football fandom.
Communication in the diffused audience is different in that communication between the
audience and performer are no longer completely separate but 'fused' together. This audience is
seen in relation to the simple and mass audience through the lens of the spectacle/performance
paradigm, in which these audiences are formed through their everyday practices. The diffused
audience can be broken down further into identifying positions: consumer, fan, cultist, & pettyproducer. The consumer is characterized by little textual production, whereas the fan produces
something that can be passed along. A cultist, however, takes this further develops "new texts of
variety of types on the basis of the characters and situations depicted in the television
programmes and films" (Abercrombie & Longhurst, 1998, p. 149). This identification of
audiences, while important for the capitalistic economy of culture, begins the understanding of
how fandom fits into our practice of everyday life. In American football fandom, the consumer is
known as the typical or casual viewer of the sport, while the fan is known as the football fan who
shares pieces of their fandom with others. Finally, the cultist in the American football fandom is
the fantasy football player, or one who develops "new texts of variety of types on the basis of the
characters and situations depicted in the television programmes and films" (Abercrombie &
Longhurst, 1998, p. 149). In other words, fantasy football is a form of fan fiction.
Fantasy Football
Fantasy sports is one of the fastest growing areas of professional sports. In 2013, 25.8
million people played fantasy football with the average player being male, white, collegeeducated professional and 30-40 years old with an average household income over $90,000
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(FSTA, 2013). These demographics demonstrate that fantasy football is a clear place of
privilege. This privilege is racial, class-based, and gendered. However, women are becoming
increasingly involved with 1 in 5 women playing fantasy football in 2015 (American Express
Spending & Saving Tracker, 2015) and making up a third of all the fantasy football managers, up
from 20% in 2014 (FSTA, 2015).
With this increased participation comes increased research. Thomas Bowers, co-director
of the Sports and Entertainment Academy at Indiana University, argued that this increase in
participation by women is what he calls the “domination effect” and found that 40% of all
women playing like the feeling of being in control (Lorge, 2007). Davis and Duncan (2006)
found that fantasy sports does offer “feeling of control” but it also offers participants “the
necessity and importance of sports knowledge, the role of competition and the opportunity for
male bonding” (p. 260). At the time of this study, fantasy sports leagues were found to be spaces
that lacked participation by women and constituted and reconstituted hegemonic masculinity
ideologies of sports (Davis & Duncan, 2006). The most recent study (2013) examining women
who participate in fantasy football found that men spend 10 more hours a week consuming sports
media content than women and they are motivated to play fantasy sports because of enjoyment,
entertainment and surveillance, which deals with how a participant searches for information
related to fantasy sports play (in that order). Women who play fantasy sports were found to be
motivated by entertainment first, then surveillance and enjoyment. Furthermore, they found that
men emphasize the importance of sports knowledge more than women (Ruiley & Billings,
2013).
But this could also be because the current generations of women who are now playing
fantasy sports are the first of women who have had the true benefit of the implementation of
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Title IX. These women grew up playing sports with less cultural resistance. In other words,
sports as an activity is more readily available to these women because of the requirement of
participation and funding equality in the education system.
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Chapter 3
Methods: Collecting Narratives of Women Who Play Fantasy Football

While fantasy football is a significant phenomenon with many facets that are worth
examining, in this study I focus on the hegemonic masculinity of American football and how
women are positioned within the hegemonic system when playing fantasy football. I chose to
focus on this aspect of fantasy football as women make up 20% to 25% of fantasy football
players (FSTA, 2014). Additionally, when women engage in any aspect of American football
fandom it becomes a form of resistance because of the context of the structural discourse of the
hegemonic masculinity of American football. This qualitative study uses grounded theory
methods coupled with a critical discourse studies analytical framework. Grounded theory is a
systematic methodological approach to coding data that leads to the emergence of conceptual
categories (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). For the critical discourse studies perspective, discourse is
part of our social practice and it can be used as a means to keep power and dominance within a
hegemonic structure (Johnstone, 2008). This combined use of methods and analytical framework
guides this study in order to understand how these women negotiate their American football
fandom while playing fantasy football and simultaneously dealing with the constraints of gender.
The overarching research question for this study is
RQ1: How does women's participation in fantasy football function as a potential site of
resistance against the hegemony of the mass media and professional football?
I use the following research questions to focus my analysis:
RQ2: Why do women play fantasy football?
RQ2a: How do women who play fantasy football construct their identities as
sports fans?
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RQ2b: What is the role of fantasy football in women's sports fan identities?
RQ2c: What can narratives of women who play fantasy football tell us about the
role of US women in sports consumerism?
RQ3: How does the mass media construct the identities of women who are sports fans?
RQ3a: How does the mass media portray women who play fantasy sports?
RQ3b: What does mass media portrayal of women who play fantasy football tell
us about the role of US women in sports consumerism?
RQ4: What is the relationship between media portrayals of women who are sports fans
and women who play fantasy sports and personal identity narratives of women who play
fantasy football?
Critical Discourse Studies as a Framework
Discourse has a variety of meanings based on the context and discipline in which one
works, but typically refers to actual instances of communicative action rooted in language
(Johnstone, 2008). Discourse analysis is the process of understanding the knowledge that people
have about language, which can be utilized to further understand how the participants view the
world, language, identity, and purpose (Johnstone, 2008). Discourse analysts theorize language
as encompassing multiple dimensions or layers. For example, Fairclough (1995) further defines
discourse as consisting of “social practice, discoursal practice (text production, distribution, and
consumption) and text” (74). van Dijk (2009) defines discourse as “a multidimensional social
phenomenon” that includes “linguistic object[s],” “action[s],” “form[s] of social interaction,”
“social practice[s],” mental representation[s],” “communicative even[s],” “cultural product[s],”
and “economic commodit[ies]” (67).
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Critical discourse studies (CDS) is a “general term [that] suggests that such a critical
approach not only involves critical analysis, but also critical theory, as well as critical
applications” (van Dijk, 2009, p. 62). CDS is not a method, but instead is a “critical perspective,
position or attitude within the discipline of multidisciplinary Discourse Studies” (van Dijk, 2009,
p. 62). Unlike critical discourse analysis (CDA), critical discourse studies focuses more on the
mindset of the researcher rather than the methods used in the research and views discourse as
part of social practice in which both are part of a dialectical relationship. In other words, these
researchers are seeking to understand how discourse produces and reproduces power and
domination over another group. Additionally, these researchers seek social justice through the
development of goals, theories and solutions (van Dijk, 2009).
Although CDA is a method conducted by seeking answers to how specific discourse
structures are ingrained in the reproduction of social dominance, specifically within a certain
discourse text such as a conversation (van Dijk, 1993), CDS is an approach to research with three
specific properties: 1. seeks to understand and develop a solution to problems created by public
texts and talk, 2. conducts analysis using a normative approach in order to critically assess
oppressive discourse and develop procedures for resistance, 3. analysis accounts for the
resistance of subordinate groups as well as the consequences (van Dijk, 2009). CDS often uses a
discourse-cognition-society mangle as an analytical framework. This framework includes
focusing on discourse and society, much like CDA, but also incorporates the understanding of
the cognition of the participant, or how the participant’s mind uses thought, perception and
representation. In other words, this approach examines how social discourse affects cognition of
a person, which in turn affects individual discourse (van Dijk, 2009). For this study, I use the
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discourse-cognition-society approach as a guide to my analysis while conducting grounded
theory methods for coding and analysis.
Grounded Theory
Grounded theory is “a general methodology, a way of thinking about and conceptualizing
data” (Strauss & Corbin, 1994, p. 275). Grounded theory can be used with either qualitative or
quantitative data (Grounded Theory Institute, 2013) and involves constant comparative analysis
and theoretical sampling. Constant comparative analysis is used in order to obtain accuracy of
evidence placed in conceptual categories. Theoretical sampling is the foundation of the
comparative analysis as it involves recruiting participants who might have differing experiences
in order to understand the multidimensional aspect of the phenomenon (Corbin & Strauss, 1990).
Full grounded theory involves the researcher generating "a theory that explains some action,
interaction, or process" directly from the data (Creswell, 2007, p. 239). However, researchers
often use constant comparative analysis for coding without generating a definitive theory,
because of the systematic approach to coding and theoretical testing (Tracy, 2013). Instead some
scholars use grounded theory in order to create models, such as Becker and Stamp (2005) who
used grounded theory to develop a model for impression management in online chat rooms. For
this study, I approached the analysis with a set of assumptions from CDS to guide my
interpretation to understand power within fantasy football. For example, the discourse-cognitionsociety mangle as an analytical framework of CDS focused my attention on these aspects of the
participants’ narratives. However, I did not approach this study with a specific theory about how
women who play fantasy football experience and/or resist hegemonic masculinity. Because of
this, grounded theory allowed for the development of a model of how these women’s narratives
about fantasy football shapes and is shaped by hegemonic masculinity ideologies. Also, the
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grounded theory analysis provided data for the development of a model of how these women’s
discourses are resisting hegemonic masculinity ideologies. These models are possible tools in
helping other women be part of the resistance.
Corbin and Strauss (1990) set out very clear procedures for conducting the grounded
theory approach. This approach can engage multiple forms of data collection, but it is important
to understand that analysis begins with the first data collection. This first analysis is used to
direct second stage of data collection and analysis. Once data is collected, the data is coded first
through open (interpretive) coding which allows the researcher to label the data conceptually and
then place these concepts into categories. It is in this first open, or interpretive, coding that a
specific analytical framework, such as critical discourse studies (CDS), is engaged. After
creating these categories, the second phase of coding, also known as axial coding, involves
developing sub-categories and testing category relationships against data. The final stage of
coding, selective coding, involves unifying all of the categories around core categories. All of the
coding is done using constant comparison and theoretical sampling, which means more visits to
the data. This constant comparison and theoretical sampling occurs simultaneously during data
collection. The final process of this procedure involves using theoretical memos in order to
develop a theory for the phenomenon that is grounded in the data. This last process was not used
in this study to develop a theory, but instead identified strategies of resistance. While conducting
the research process, the researcher should take care to maintain consistency in data collection,
qualify all observations, constantly make comparisons and understand that memos are part of the
system (Corbin & Strauss, 1990).
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Methods
Data collection for this study took place in two parts: recruitment along with preliminary
survey and interview of participants. This approach allowed for the screening of participants
prior to interviewing them to make sure that they met the preliminary requirements. I conducted
semi-structured interviews of 28 women who participate in fantasy football.
Recruitment
Participants were recruited using a purposive snowball recruitment method. I sent an
intial email (see Appendix 1) to contacts and acquaintances that I knew participated in fantasy
football. The email described the study’s purpose, how the data would be collected, and the
estimated time required for participating in this study. The email also asked the participant to
forward the email to women in their fantasy football league or women that they know who play
fantasy football. I also posted the link to the survey on twitter asking if any women who played
fantasy football would like to participate in my study.
In the email, participants were asked to click on a link, which was also posted in the
Twitter post, that directed the participant to a survey hosted on Survey Monkey that contained
the informed consent form. Once the participant reached the survey, the participant was asked to
read the form and select either the accept or reject button. If the participant clicked the accept
button, then the participant was directed to complete a preliminary survey to determine
qualifications and to collect participant data (see Appendix 2). After the participant completed
the survey and met the appropriate qualifications, declaring themselves as a woman and
declaring their age to be 18 or older, the participant was directed to a Schedule Once page in
order to schedule the interview.
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After scheduling the interview, I confirmed the time via email and included information
about the interview collection tool Adobe Connect. One to two days prior to the interview, I
emailed the participant an invitation to the interview that consisted of a temporary link that sent
the participant to a virtual room that allowed me to conduct the interview online. For this, I used
Adobe Connect as it allowed for the most secure and anonymous approach to data collection.
Participants
The participants in this study were at least 18 years of age, identified themselves as a
woman, regardless of biological sex, and participated in a fantasy football league within the past
five years. Participants had access to a computer, email account, and a webcam. Forty-six people
responded and completed the informed consent and online survey. One was disqualified due to
identifying as a man. While 45 potential participants completed the informed consent form and
the preliminary survey and scheduled interviews, only 28 participants actually completed an
interview making the response rate 62.2% (Table 1). As identified in Table 1, the demographics,
except for gender, of the participants are consistent with overall demographics of those who play
fantasy football.
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Table 1
Ethnicity, Age, Education, and Income Distribution of Participants, Who Completed the Interview Process

Participants distribution
Ethnic
Caucasian Black or Asian
Background
African
American

Age

Education

Income

23
17 or
younger

18-20

3
21-29

Native
Hawaiian
or Other
Pacific
Islander

American
Indian or
Alaska
Native

Latin
American

30-39

40-49

50-59

16
5
Associate Bachelor
Degree
Degree

$0-24,999 $25,00049,999

7
Some
college
but no
degree
4
$50,00074,999

1

7

9

< High
school

High
school or
GED

5

3
$75,00099,999

Graduate
Degree

Other

Choose
Not to
Answer

1
60 or
older

1
Choose
Not to
Answer
Choose
Not to
Answer

9
12
$100,000- $125,000- $150,000- $175,000- $200,000 Choose
124,999
149,999
174,999
199,999
and up
Not to
Answer
3
1
2
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Data Collection
Online interviews, or computer-assisted interviews, are necessary when the primary
aspect of the communication context being studied resides on the internet (Coomber, 1997;
Kivits, 2005; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). As with any interview, the biggest issue is privacy and
its traceability whether voice based or text based. This issue is compounded when adding a
digital footprint to the interview tracking and requires extra precaution to protect the interviewee
(Cabiria, 2012; Randall, 2012).
Because fantasy football is played online and most of the participants do not reside with
in the same area as I do, the use of online interviewing was necessary. I used Adobe Connect
because it allowed me to collect both video and audio data from the interview. With privacy and
traceability concerns at the forefront, Adobe Connect was used as opposed to a software such as
Skype because Adobe Connect does not require the participant to have an account, but is simply
accessed using just a link. This lack of account requirement and login helped to protect the
participants’ privacy, as well as limited traceability.
While the initial recording of the interview was stored on the Adobe Connect server,
immediately following the completion of the interview I made a copy to a local device (external
hard drive) and then deleted the initial recording off of the Adobe Connect server. All of the data
collected was stored in a secure database on an external hard drive, which was connected to a
computer with internet access during data collection. Both the database and the external hard
drive are password protected. As part of the data collection process and analysis, I assigned each
participant a pseudonym that began with FF. This measure was done to protect the identity of
each participant and to ensure maximum confidentiality. Additionally, contact information for
each participant was stored separately from the rest of the data and was be password protected.
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The biggest issue that I ran into in this area was technical difficulties with the technology.
What helped the most with the issue was the Adobe Connect has a text based chat section that
allowed me to type information about the issue to help the participant correct it. Another issue
that I ran into was that a couple of participants did not want their video to be recorded or they did
not have the bandwidth to allow them to see both my video and their video at the same time.
Adobe Connect allowed me to turn off the participant’s video. Ultimately, the use of the video
was not as much for research value as it was for the comfort of the participant to see my face and
to be able to connect with me in order to build trust.
Interview Protocol
The interviews were conducted in a semi-structured format that began with a
conversational style in order to gain trust from the participant. This started out with “How are
you?” questions along with an introduction about myself. This semi-structured approach allowed
the participants to share their experiences without too much guidance from me. It also allowed
me to further question the participant about a response without feeling pressure to move to the
next question (Creswell, 2007). This loose protocol allowed me to probe with follow-up
questions for more details or clarification. The allowance of flexibility for follow-up questions
further facilitated the grounded theory methods permitting for further clarification of answers
and constant comparison. Each interview lasted approximately 30 to 45 min.
Below are the primary interview questions that I used. The first four questions allowed
me to get the participant talking about something that was very easy to discuss. The rest of the
questions are meant to elicit more indepth answers that require deep thought.
Interview Questions
1. What motivated you to start participating in fantasy football?
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2. Why do you participate in fantasy football?
3. How do you feel about fantasy football? Describe your experiences with fantasy football.
4. Describe your most memorable experience in fantasy football.
5. How you participate in fantasy football? Describe your routine in fantasy football.
6. What has been your experience within the most recent fantasy football league that you
participated in? Describe the league (people, set-up, participation).
7. Is there anything else you would like to share about your experiences in fantasy football?
8. How would you describe yourself as a sports fan? Please describe all of ways that you
express your role as a sports fan.
9. Have you ever watched the television show The League?
During the first few interviews some questions organically developed, along with some
interesting areas of discussion. This, along with my initial analysis, led me to formally add a few
questions to the subsequent interviews. These additional questions because of the grounded
theory process that requires analysis to begin as soon as the first data is collected. I’ve listed
these questions below.
1. What are your perceptions of how the media portrays women who are sports fans?
2. Did you play sports growing up? If so, what were they?
3. How does competition in fantasy football compare to competition in your workplace?
Analysis
In order to best analyze the data collected from the interviews I used the iterative
approach that is inherent to grounded theory, which is a reflexive process that allows for the
visiting and revisiting of the data in order to best understand and interpret (Tracy, 2013). In order
to do this, I careful organized and prepared the data, used a computer assisted data analysis
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program, Dedoose, and followed a grounded theory coding process in order to discover common
themes between the interviews.
Computer-assisted Analysis
Upon completion of each interview, I transcribed the interview into a Word document.
Upon completion of all of the interviews and transcribing, I uploaded the transcriptions into the
Dedoose computer program. In order to accurately categorize the data, I then coded each
interview according to the following coding procedures.
Coding
Using the grounded theory approach to coding, I conducted two levels of coding. The
first level of coding is descriptive coding. During the second cycle of the first level of coding, I
grouped the descriptive codes into larger interpretive concepts. Such codes included terms like
media, fantasy football, participation, workplace, and fan. I used a critical discourse studies
framework to identify the interpretive codes. After completing the second cycle of first level
coding, I conducted second level coding, or axial coding, by identifying patterns and creating
interpretations of the interview excerpts, as well as testing these relationships against the data. It
was in this process that I engaged the critical discourse studies framework extensively and
identified themes related to power and resistance. While I found the Dedoose to be very helpful
during the process of first level coding of the data, I found it extremely cumbersome when it
came to stringing all of the data together in order to do the second level coding. For this reason, I
printed out all of the coded data and cut and pasted it to the wall in order to piece the theme
coded segments together. It was in this axial/ hierarchical coding that two primary themes
emerged with one overarching theme of resistance.
Themes
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During the process of interpretive or axial/hierarchical coding, I used CDS as a guiding
interpretive framework. Specifically, I was looking for language or discourses of power as well
as discourse of resistances. Two themes emerged that were specifically related to power.
1. Exclusion/Inclusion: These women described their specific experiences of being
excluded from the structure of American Football. While some experiences described
were from early childhood, many related to specific areas of media commercials,
treatment of women who are sportscasters, and interactions with male fans. On the
reverse side, these women also described experiences of being included within the
context of fantasy football. The gap of sports knowledge, which is considered
inherent to men, is what primarily excluded women from the sports fandom
community. However, if by playing fantasy football women are able to prove this
knowledge then it can constitute inclusion (Markovits & Albertson, 2012).
2. Competition: These women described how they are either chastised for or feared
being competitive within the workplace. However, they also described how fantasy
football provides a safe environment for competition and that being competitive is
accepted within this context, particularly within the workplace. Sports fans seek
competition in the forms of achievement and self-esteem and participating in sports
fandom provided satisfaction to these needs through the vicarious experience of
competition (Gantz et al., 2008).
3. Resistance: Throughout both of the previous themes, there are threads and themes of
resistance. Some women specifically discussed how they feel about resisting the
masculine hegemonic system of American football, while others described actions of
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resistance. At the intersections of power and knowledge within a hegemony there are
sites of resistance where the hegemony can be contested (Foucault, 2000).
Conclusion
A critical discourse studies approach to understanding the interview narratives provided
by 28 women who play fantasy football uncovered findings that demonstrate that women still
experience exclusion from American football fandom. My analysis presents an understanding of
how these women are using fantasy football as a possible space for inclusion on multiple levels
by recognizing the power dynamics embedded in the discursive narratives. These discourses are
suggestive of a transition from general exclusion to partial inclusion based on acquisition of
practical knowledge and appropriateness of the space for competition.
The following chapters will detail the results of this analysis and provide an overview of
this research in its entirety. The final chapter also presents strategies for using these findings.
Since context is essential to a critical discourse studies approach, in each chapter I provide
theoretical background of the related area of research before presenting the findings.
Specifically, I present research that confirms the exclusion that these women experience either
within American football or the workplace, in order to best understand how they are
circumventing it through fantasy football. Finally, in the conclusion chapter, I synthesize these
findings by identifying the strategies that these women use for resistance and how they might be
applied to other contexts.
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Chapter 4
Girls Can’t Play Football: A Discussion of the Exclusiveness of American Football
and the Inclusiveness of Fantasy Football
On August 16, 2014, Chelsea Christene wrote an article for the Salon titled, “I should not
have to reconcile being an NFL fan with being a woman.” Her argument is grounded in the
feelings that the NFL does not support their female fan base. To further her argument, she cites a
letter written to the NFL by a longtime Cincinnati Bengals fan Lisa Johnson, who claimed that
she would no longer be supporting the NFL. Johnson writes, “I've griped and grumbled while
watching the evolution of the cheerleading uniform until it's virtually nonexistent proving that
the NFL ‘cheerleading’ isn't really much about cheering but more about the objectification of
young women on the sidelines. Taking Johnson's statement further, Christene echoes Keith
Olbermann’s statement on the first ruling against Ray Rice for domestic violence against his
then-fiancée: “The message to women, who the league claims constitutes 50% of its fan base, is
simple: The NFL wants your money. It will do nothing else for you.” In so doing, Christene calls
for an all-out boycott of the NFL, arguing that the NFL only hears money from women.
The Ray Rice domestic violence incident sparked nationwide controversy, leading to the
probation of an ESPN reporter, prompting the National Organization of Women (NOW)
president to call for the resignation of Roger Goodell, the NFL commissioner, and motivating the
NFL to revamp their domestic violence policy. More than those changes, however, the incident
is part of a broader issue within the hegemony of American football felt by women who are
football fans. Simply put, women feel excluded because American football culture is an
exclusive, masculine, heteronormative hegemonic culture. Furthermore, the exclusion of women
from American football is a microcosm of the exclusion that women feel within the larger
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hegemonic masculinity of our society. This exclusion is on purpose as the exclusion and
discrediting of women is necessary in order to perpetuate hegemonic masculinity (Connell &
Messerschmidt, 2005).
Over the course of the 2013 fall football season, I interviewed 28 women who play
fantasy football. These women are highly intelligent, very media savvy, and consider themselves
to be authentic NFL fans. The narratives provided by these women offer a glimpse into how
particular discourses within a hegemonic structure support an ideology that creates and
reinforces inequality between men and women. Using a grounded theory approach with a critical
discourse studies analytical framework, I locate the common themes of power which manifested
in the first theme in the form of exclusion, a discourse of power that that is used to maintain
hegemonic masculinity (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005).
In order to account for the context of exclusion within American football, I begin this
chapter with a brief introduction of exclusion within a hegemonic system and then delve
specifically into exclusion within American sports. Specifically, I discuss institutionalized
exclusion in the form of media through broadcasts, commercials, and differential treatment of
men and women sportscasters. Exclusion, I further show, must be addressed as individualized
within the context of the sports fan communities which determine membership by creating
barriers of entry such as privilege and knowledge, which are then used to keep women out.
Finally, I discuss the impact of structuralized exclusion and how it is reflected through
individualized exclusion.
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to understanding how these particular women
experience exclusion during their performance of football fandom. First, I analyze the
institutionalized media based exclusion via commercials and the portrayal of women who are
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sportscasters. Next, I analyze the interpersonal and individualized exclusion by male fans.
Separating these findings by three areas – Commercial Exclusion, Women who are Sportscasters
Exclusion and Men who are Football Fans Exclusion – I analyze the strategies and impacts each
of these areas has on the structure of the hegemonic masculinity of American football. Finally, I
discuss how the discourse of participation in fantasy football allowed these women to move past
exclusion and to be included. These discourses of inclusion within the context of fantasy
football, I argue, suggest that they are a possible form of combat against the discourses of
exclusion within the hegemony of American football. More broadly, I argue that these findings
suggest that discourses of participation in traditional masculine activities are a possible form of
combat against discourse of exclusion within other hegemonic masculinities.
Exclusion within American Football
The story in the introduction of this chapter reflects sentiments that many women feel
about the NFL. It excludes women. While this story and the media discussion of the exclusion
might be relatively new, the exclusion of women from American football is not. In fact, this
exclusion is rooted in the foundation of American football. From the very beginning of football,
women have been excluded. And while there have been pockets of inclusion along the way, such
as the National Women’s Football League or the Lingerie Football League, the structure of
American football is institutionally set up to exclude women.
The primary institution of American football excludes women as athletic participants.
Arguments as to why women are excluded from athletics participants are easily found and often
relate to biological “differences between the sexes in strength, stamina and physique and the
nature of the competitive sport activity” (Patel, 2015, p. 52). These arguments are well
documented within multiple critical perspectives, such as the physiological perspective based in
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studies of endurance, as well as the social perspective concerning traditional gender roles and
differences in strength has lead women to strength train differently than men thus leading to less
muscle mass (Patel, 2015). The rules of certain sports reflect and reinforce these arguments;
sports that are inclusive of women, such as golf or basketball, shorten the distance to the hole or
basket based on their perceived lack of physical strength.
Another argument against the inclusion of women in American football is located in the
belief that American football is too dangerous for women. Attempts to protect women reflect the
wider treatment of women within our society, specifically the emphasis on their perceived
caretaking roles of wife or mother. Additionally, the physical argument is based in the perception
of the lack of physical strength in women as being a detriment to their ability to be able to handle
the physical harms of sports (Patel, 2015). Even Title IX excluded contact sports from its basis of
safety application. In fact, these contact sports are excluded from Title IX application unless
there is a large enough interest and ability to sustain an all-female equivalent team (Sangree,
2000). By definition, contact sports included “boxing, wrestling, rugby, ice hockey, football,
basketball, and other contact sports the purpose or major activity of which involved bodily
contact” (Title IX, 1972). Certain sports, including basketball and ice hockey, have since
challenged these ideas, but primarily based on the degree of interest. American football has
maintained its status as a dangerous contact sports and has, as a result, been excluded from the
application of Title IX, which does not require an all-female equivalent team to be provided for.
Institutionalized Exclusion
While the exclusion of women from direct participation is the primary and foundational form of
exclusion within American football, there are other institutional structures that reinforce this
discourse within our culture. The media structure and its mediated portrayals of women within
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the context of American football, in particular, excludes women. Discussion of these portrayals
are important, as previously noted in chapter two, because of the power of the media, specifically
the media partnerships that the NFL has created. One of the main ways the media portrays
women in the context of American football is in direct opposition of men. During a live
broadcast of an NFL football game, “male athletes are portrayed and perceived as tough, hard
players who rarely express emotions other than aggression and anger and only smile to celebrate
victory, while women play the role of cheerleaders, who are perceived by the viewer to be
feminine and glamourous, exhibiting cheerful emotions and glittering smiles, demonstratively
cheering on ‘their guys’” (Shaw & Hoeber, 2003, p. 351). This portrayal of women as an aspect
of porn through the “objectification of the woman [as] another way of exscribing her femininity
and difference from the male” (Fiske, 2011, p. 212) and as a sideline accessory full of smiles is
not just limited to the in game broadcast of the players and the cheerleaders, but continuously
manifest themselves within all American football media through the positions of women who are
sportscasters and within commercials.
Women who are Sportscasters
The first woman who was a sportscaster to cover the NFL was Lesley Visser, who began
her career as an NFL beat writer in 1974. She then moved on to become the first women to be a
Superbowl sideline reporter and, eventually, the first woman who was an NFL broadcast analyst.
Her career and the emergence of women in the sports broadcasting field was slow and has been
blocked by many hurdles from colleagues, athletes and the sports viewers. Much of this has
consisted of treatment in the form of objectification of women (Grubb & Billiot, 2010).
Most women who are sportscasters are not hired because of their knowledge of sports,
but instead because of their looks and the ability to bring a feminine touch (Grubb & Billiot,
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2010). This included the hiring of several beauty queens over the years. This beauty standard is
still prominent within the industry and even gives some professionals privilege, which then
further excludes other knowledgeable women based on their lack of beauty (Markovits &
Albertson, 2012).
Additionally, women who are sportscasters were given limited access to resources and
opportunities. Women who worked sportscasting covering the NFL had a more overt level of
exclusion. In the early 1970s, women sportscasters were not permitted in the press box during
games with the male reporters and on several occasions, they were required to sit outside in a
blizzard during a game. They were also kept out of the locker room until 1978, when a US
Federal Judge ruled that all reporters should have the same access. The same year as this ruling,
the Minnesota Vikings banned all reporters from the locker room as a way to keep women who
are sportscasters out (Grubb & Billiot, 2010).
In addition to physical exclusion the inhibited their job, women who are sportscasters
were confronted by aggression and hostility by players. When approaching players for
interviews, many would sign autographs and walk away. Others would ask obscene questions or
make vulgar remarks. Some sportscasters even reported being threatened in person as well as
receiving death threats (Grubb & Billiot, 2010).
Even now, women who are sportscasters are criticized for their looks and perceived lack
of knowledge about the sports. In a recent study, women who are sportscasters report that “they
felt pressure to maintain their appearance, constantly prove their credibility, and tolerate the
network’s informal policy of hiring ‘beauty over intelligence’” (Grubb & Billiot, 2010, p. 89).
The threat of not being beautiful or young enough is a constant concern of these women; a
concern that is reflective of most women in media based jobs (Markovits & Albertson, 2012). In
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addition to constantly being worried about appearance, many women who are sportscasters feel
pressure to prove their sports knowledge and are confronted by men asking them sports trivia
questions. And as if these were not enough barriers for these women, they are subject to constant
“derogatory comments, sexual innuendos and hate emails” (Grubb & Billiot, 2010, p. 90).
Additionally, women are still very restricted to their position within the sportscasting
industry: the sideline just like the cheerleader. These positions received very little air time during
a broadcast and they are regularly given fluff pieces to report (Grubb & Billiot, 2010). In fact,
during an average NFL broadcast, which lasts approximately three hr, a viewer will see white
male sportscasters with a brief cut away to a white woman on the sidelines for 3.5 min (Messner,
2002, p. 382).
While positions for women in the sports broadcasting industry has grown from six in the
1980s to almost one hundred (Martze, 2000), these women are still experiencing the same
barriers as their predecessors (Grubb & Billiot, 2010). And these barriers translate into a distinct
gender portrayal to the viewing audience furthering the discourse of exclusion. Public
perception of these women who are sportscasters does not fall far from the barriers that these
women experience with the job. Attractiveness is directly related to a viewer’s perception of
credibility of a sportscaster, while also leading viewers to deem the women who are sportscasters
as less of an expert. While sports knowledge is deemed highly valuable by viewers, a woman
who is a sportscaster is never perceived to have enough sports knowledge (Toro, 2005). In fact,
“the most attractive and most knowledgeable female sportscaster can’t overcome the stereotype
of another pretty face who can’t talk sports. Her sex prevents her from being judged as credible
as the least attractive and least knowledgeable male sportscaster” (Toro, 2005, p. 28).
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Commercials
The discourses of exclusion are not only found within the constructs of the broadcasts of
games and the portrayals of women who are sportscasters, they are also prevalent within the
context of sports promotional media. Some are so overt that the average consumer is well aware
of them. For example, the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue is one of the most widely recognized
gendered elements of sports promotional media where the basic content of ideal women’s bodies
demonstrate that producers design the swimsuit issue to display women’s bodies, focus on the
feminine women and their ideally beautiful and sexy bodies, view the swimsuit issue models as
symbols of femininity, womanhood, or women’s differences from men (Davis, 1997). While this
is an overt exclusion of women from sports participation and instead a sexual objectification,
most promotional sports media exclude women from the participation in the fandom of sports.
This can be seen in beer commercials that are aired during NFL games. These beer
commercials build on the sports character of men and their and also show sports and masculinity
converging within in the context of beer drinking. Likewise, they portray American football and
its fandom as being a segregated space where the male standard is that of excellence.
Furthermore, they reinforce the ideologies of masculinity and exclusion, as well as utilizing
sports as a moral excuse for this behavior (Wenner, 2009).
A discussion of NFL commercials cannot be complete without a discussion of Super
Bowl commercials. The Super Bowl is not just the premiere American football event within our
culture: it is the premiere advertising event. As a general rule, Super Bowl commercials
consistently marginalize women (King, 2012). In Super Bowl commercials, men are three times
more likely to be the central character over women and if women are in the commercial they are
typically outnumbered three to one. In addition, women are less likely to narrate Super Bowl
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commercials than men. However, when commercials are promoting high value products (over
$100) women are the central character of the commercial, but these women are frequently highly
sexualized (King, 2012). Understanding sports media and its discourses of exclusion is
important because exclusionary media discourse shapes our interpretations of the sports world,
as well as the larger cultural norms, particularly in the promotion of products for public
consumption. Additionally, these discourse do not merely reinforce the role of the male athlete:
they also underscore that sports are a place for men to perform their masculinity on and off of the
field, thus excluding women not just from the participation of sports, but also from the fandom of
sports.
Individualized Exclusion
Discourses of exclusion within American football do not only reside within the constructs
of access to participation and media discourse. Because these discourses are reinforced in
institutionalized structures, they cannot help but to be replicated by individuals within the
context of fandom. While fandom might be seen by some as the simple act of being a friend, for
fan studies researchers, fandom is definable as “a collective strategy or a ‘communal effort to
form interpretive communities that in their subcultural cohesion evaded the preferred and
intended meanings of ‘power bloc’ (Fiske, 2010) represented by popular media” (Gray et al.,
2007, p. 2). While exclusion in the context of fan communities is not unique, sports fan
communities offer different challenges, especially when it comes to the determination of
knowledge and credibility.
Sports Fan Communities
Fans come in all forms and can often be found in communities sharing in their fandom.
Nancy Baym (1999) researched a soap fandom community called r.a.t.s. and found in order for
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fans to become part of a community they must learn the social norms and demonstrate credibility
through proof of knowledge. Jenkins' (2006) researched several fan communities surrounding
franchises, such as American Idol, Survivor, and The Matrix, and found that technological
advances allow fans to interact with old media while using new media in order to become a
'produser '- a fan that user and produces.
A fan community generally consists of a “sense of shared space, rituals of shared
practices, and exchange of social support all contribute to a feeling of community” which then
becomes a shared sense of identity. Much like the “social aggregations”, or virtual communities
that form based on interests, referred to by Rheingold (1993), these communities allow for the
formations of interpersonal relationships (Baym, 1999). Sports fan communities, despite their
similarities with other fan communities, have some distinct characteristics.
Sports fan identification can have an impact on the affective, cognitive and behavioral
aspects of the sports fan, which can in turn be positive or negative depending on their team’s
wins or losses (Dietz-Uhler & Lanter, 2008). In addition to team identification, fans can identify
with individual athletes as many Asian American do with Yao Ming (Lavelle, 2008). Although
the fan and their identification are important, sports fans are primarily valued for their
motivations for consumption, such as for entertainment, self-esteem, and companionship
(Earnheardt & Haridakis, 2008). Theses motivations not only deal with sports consumption
through viewing, but also focus on sports consumption through fan-content. While historically
fans create fandom through “new texts of variety of types on the basis of the characters and
situations depicted in the television programmes and films,” sports fan-content exists
significantly in the virtual world and consists less of a produced product (Abercrombie &
Longhurst, 1998, p. 149). That is to say, sports fans do not tend to write significant works of
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fiction surrounding their fandom. Instead, fans spend a significant amount of time online in fan
message boards or communities discussing their teams and exhibiting social capital (Watts,
2008).
Sports Fan Community Membership Requirements and Barriers to Entry
Membership in a fan group is considered one of the primary attributes and motivations of
fandom (Gantz et al., 2008). All fan communities have specific requirements in order to
establish membership. Sports fan communities are no different. However, for sports fan
communities, and even more so for the American football fan community, there is a level of
automatic membership based on gender. When “being a sports fan, one ‘does gender’ in that
memberships” as it “conveys the decided meaning that is an essential ingredient of being a man
in the hegemonic culture of contemporary America” (Markovits & Albertson, 2012, p. 124). In
other words, membership into a sports fan community is reliant on being a man and “being a
man” is reliant on being a sports fan. Furthermore, this inherent membership provides exclusivity
to the American football fan community and is meant to keep women out. This inherent level of
exclusivity simultaneously keeps women out of sports fandom and generates a space for men to
perform their masculinity.
The automatic membership of men to the sports fan community is the primary barrier for
women to sports fandom, but there are many other barriers to entry. Another barrier to entry for
women is the requirement of proof. Although men get automatic entry, women are required to
prove that they have the knowledge, or hardened technocrat, to be a member (Markovits &
Albertson, 2012). This requirement is based the thought that because women can't or don't play
sports that they then cannot have the knowledge in order to be a fan. This historical avenue of
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thinking might be changing for most areas of sports, however, it is not changing for American
football (Markovits & Albertson, 2012).
Participation as Credibility
With sports fandom among women increasing overall, the newest niche area of sports
fandom, fantasy sports, is also seeing an increase in women as participants. In 2015, the
American Express Spending & Saving Tracker research report found that 74.1 million
Americans participated in the 2015 fantasy football season spending $4.6 billion on the sport. I
also reported that 1 in 5 women are participated in fantasy football. According to the Fantasy
Sports Trade Association, in 2014, women accounted for a third of all fantasy football managers,
which is an increase from the mere 20% that they reported in 2013.
Current Study
Although the discourse of exclusion is not a new phenomenon, particularly within the
context of sports, hope for incremental moves toward inclusion remains. Some of these moves
toward were seen recently when women who are NFL fans united together and spoke out against
the NFL and its ruling concerning the Ray Rice domestic violence incident. Not only did this
united protest address the NFL’s light treatment of a violent crime, in which women make up the
majority of victims, but women also spoke in unison against the sports media’s exclusion of
women from the discussion of domestic violence in sports. It even generated a public
conversation among women on Twitter using two hashtags (#WhyIStayed & #WhyILeft).
After this major pushback by women and even some men, the NFL made some changes
intended to demonstrate a commitment to the inclusion of women within the structure of
American football. Most notable were the changes in the domestic violence policy, the hiring of
the first woman as a coaching intern and the first woman as a referee, and the creation of a
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version of the “Rooney Rule” that requires women to be interviewed for executive position
within the NFL (Patra, 2016). Many of these changes were implemented after the data collection
of this study and thus warrant mention.
Although not a change, after three years of holding gender open tri-outs for the NFL, in
2013 Lauren Silberman became the first woman to try out for the NFL. She competed for the
position of kicker at the New York Jets’ regional combine. Unfortunately, she could not
complete her try out due to injury (Garafolo, 2013). However, while on the surface this looks as
if it is a victory for women in the fight for inclusion, Silberman’s treatment by sports media
suggests otherwise. Just like the women who are sportscasters, Silberman was accused of being a
sham, not being athletic enough, and even potentially trying out as a promotional stunt to
promote her business (Garafolo, 2013). Bolstering these criticisms, three male athletes who also
tried out told sports reporters the “Silberman asked multiple male kickers how to properly
approach the ball for kickoffs” (Garafolo, 2013, para 13). Again, this further reinforces the
perception of women and their lack of credibility due to lack of sports knowledge.
In order to understand this phenomenon of exclusion within the American football
context and to specifically ascertain whether it holds the same power over women who are play
fantasy football, I focused my data collection on women from across the country who play
fantasy football online for at least five years. The length of time participating was important not
just for the depth of descriptive data, but also for the length of time as a fan. Additionally, I was
interested in the difference between the potential exclusion of the fan experience and the
potential inclusion of the fantasy football experience. Interview questions that provided answers
in the areas of exclusion dealt primarily with fandom and the fan experience such as question 8:
How would you describe yourself as a sports fan? Please describe ways that you express your
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role as a sports fan. and question 9: What are your perceptions of how the media portrays
women who are sports fans? The interview question that provided answers in the areas of
inclusion was question 4: Describe your most memorable experience in fantasy football.
After transcribing all of the interviews, I loaded them into Dedoose, an online qualitative
coding software program. After reading through the interviews several times and coding them
using a grounded theory method and a critical discourse studies analytical framework, I noticed
that one of the primary themes that emerged within the context of fan identity was exclusion and
inclusion. The coding is described as follows:
1. Exclusion
a. Media
i. Commercials
1. Merchandise
ii. Women who are Sportscasters
1. Treatment
b. Verbal by Men who are Football Fans
i. Condescension
1. Compliment for being interested
2. Compliment about cuteness
3. Boyfriend factor
ii. Questioning
1. Lack of belief in interest
2. Lack of belief in intention
iii. Justification
1. Request to prove knowledge
2. Internal need to prove knowledge
2. Inclusion
a. Participation
i. Act of participation
ii. Feeling of participation
b. Credibility
i. Provides more theoretical knowledge
ii. Provides practical knowledge
c. Acceptance and Social
i. Shared Experiences
ii. Social Enjoyment
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All of the sub-codes are distinct areas of commonality that the interviewees had within the
primary codes. The following discussion presents these findings that are most prominent, and
they are presented thematically. All are direct quotes have been stripped of any personal or
identifiable information, including the interviewee’s name.
Discourse of American Football Exclusion
Media Exclusion. The media has particularly had issues with its portrayal of women by
“generally limiting and demeaning portrayal of women” (Dow & Wood, 2006, p. 265). As
discussed previously in this chapter, the phenomenon of the media excluding women from sports
is not new. However, these women discuss the media exclusion in relation to their football fan
identity. Further yet, the context of this exclusion is important to understand specifically as it
relates to interpersonal exclusion, as well as how it contrasts the inclusion they feel when
participating in fantasy football.
The media’s reinforcement of the social construction of gender and sports is evident in
women’s sports exclusion (Hallmark, 2006; Messner, Duncan, & Jensen, 1993; Segrave,
McDowell, & King, 2006). Women who play sports are not the only ones who feel pressure from
media to negotiate their identity within the sports context. Women who are sports fans similarly
find themselves in the same negotiation. For the women who participated in this study, that
negotiation began with the media exclusion of them as fans. These women identified two
primary areas where this takes place, commercial and the treatment of women who are
sportscasters.
Commercials. When asked about the media’s portrayal of women who are football fans,
all of the interviewees consistently expressed disgust ranging from disgust of the stereotypes
used to the disgust for the failed attempts of the NFL to be inclusive of women who are fans.
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Ultimately, though, all of the interviewees agreed that the media representations of women who
are football fans are comparable to those of all women represented by the commercialized media.
Many women argued that it was easier for the media to stereotype women. For example,
one interviewee stated, “But it is so much easier to make that stereotype of this is that kind of
girl, so you’re like butch jock lesbian, some really dumb pretty blonde cheerleader type and
you’re just doing it cuz your husband’s doing it and you want to hang out with the guys as
opposed to people who want to watch the game” (Interviewee FF 18, 2013). Here, the
interviewee mentions several common stereotypes of women who are football fans that are
portrayed by the media, such as the “butch jock lesbian,” the dumb blonde cheerleader, and the
woman who is only there because of her husband or significant other. This last stereotype of a
women who is a sports fan is commonly referred to as an accessory, or a shiny object that is
attached to someone (Borer, 2009). Portraying women football fans as appendages may seem
less harmful than classifying them as lesbians or dumb blonde cheerleaders, but the woman-asaccessory trope may in fact be the most harmful portrayal of them all. That is not to say that the
classifications of the lesbian or the cheerleader are not damaging, as they most certainly are,
even as using those classifications as insults is clearly problematic. In fact, using the term
“lesbian” to negatively classify women who watches fantasy football creates a further exclusion
of these women by reinforcing the idea that homosexuality does not belong in the
heteronormative world of American football. Likewise, the categorization of a woman as a
“dumb blonde cheerleader” equates women who are pretty or fit that image as stupid, hinting
broadly to the old double-bind that smart women cannot be pretty women too. At the end of the
day, these classifications give meaning to the idea that women who watch fantasy football are
“not real women.” Along these lines, the classification of women as accessories or objects that
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are extensions of a man puts these women in the same classification as an item that is owned by
someone, as if to say that women in these situations are owned by men. Women are not
individuals. Women are not people. It creates the ultimate sense of exclusion.
While all interviewees agreed that the genetic portrayals were not accurate, nineteen
agreed that the NFL had purposefully made an effort to be more inclusive of women, if not for
any other reason than to sell merchandise to them. For example, one interviewee gives credit to
the NFL for being marketing savvy in this inclusion of women,
I will say there is I saw recently a commercial that was for I think NFL apparel that I
thought was pretty awesome where it was all women and you saw them being just as into
it as the guys, but what I liked about it was they were cute girls, so it wasn’t that,
stereotyped, where it’s just like, you know manly lesbians are into sports, no, like
everyone likes football, even like cute girls like football. It’s not like just a man thing and
I think that now you see a lot more of that. I think part of that it’s probably because I’m
in advertising, so I do stuff like this but you know people have realized that women are
the ones with the purchasing power. Women are the ones out there shopping and paying
attention a little bit more, so even if you’re trying to target a guy, there’s a very good
chance that it’s the woman who’s buying it for him. So I think you know, that’s really
sort of, people are realizing that more, so you see it geared toward women more, which I
kind of like. (Interviewee FF 34, 2013)
Again, this interviewee refers to the stereotyping of a woman who is a football fan as being
categorized as a lesbian; thus, indicating that these women recognize that the use of this
stereotype is exclusionary of women and further reinforcement of the masculine heteronormative
environment of sport. Another interviewee echoes the same observation of targeting women for
the purposes of selling merchandise,
I noticed that NFL has been really strategic recently for women, and the clothes for
women and the commercials have been a lot stronger and like, that you can have your
own identity, showing all types of women buying it, they’ve been really focused it seems
like on trying to get more, but obviously that’s on money, to get people to buy the
clothes. (Interviewee FF 40, 2013)
Much like the previous interviewee, the second interviewee recognizes that there are some
positive portrayals of women who are sports fans. At the same time, however, the purpose of this
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inclusion has less to do with the inclusion of women as legitimate fans and more to do with
identifying women as purchasers of NFL products.
Even as these women recognize that there are some positive portrayals of women
emerging, they did not feel that the NFL was always doing a good job with these portrayals. One
interviewee put it like this:
And I appreciate that NFL is trying to make more women-centric clothes, you know so I
don’t just have to wear giant small jerseys that hang off of me, but the way they’re doing
it, but mostly they are still women being portrayed as accessories, as opposed to people
who are owning it and people who they want it for them, and it’s just very even my mom
watched it and she’s like that’s awful and my friends at the bar were like I hate that one,
you’re just showing women doing women’s work basically, and how oh, but you can also
wear a jersey. No, I mean show me a woman, a mom from Wisconsin who has just made
up a whole cheese plate and is yelling at the TV, that’s your fan right there. Don’t like,
show me some bullshit Victoria’s Secret version of me. (Interviewee FF 43, 2013)
As this interviewee alluded to, the primary stereotype employed to exclude women from football
fandom is the categorization of women as accessories or property of men. More than that, this
interviewee points to conversations that she had with other women and their frustration with
women being portrayed as participating in football only in the capacity of doing women’s work.
The interviewee even jokes that somehow this is supposed to be inclusive because the woman is
wearing an NFL jersey. In fact, this interviewee argues that women should be shown rooting for
their team. Her description of an appropriate portrayal is similar to portrayals that we see of men
who are football fans. Finally, this interviewee argues that the NFL should stop showing a
sexualized version of women like her using the language “Victoria’s Secret version.” Her use of
this reference immediately conjures up an image of a woman in lingerie and draws a direct
comparison between selling underwear and selling women’s fandom. Fandom, as a result,
becomes pornified.
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Just as these women recognize the detrimental portrayals of women who are American
football fans, they also recognize that this is not just a problem within the context of American
football: it is, in fact, indicative of a larger problem of the portrayal of women in the media.
Alluding to this problem, one interviewee comments that,
. . . you know when you have the Alyssa Milano t-shirts, it just makes it furthers the
stereotypes of women in football, and yes I’d prefer a t-shirt that fits better, of course
who doesn’t, but you know I think that it’s just funny because culturally you think that
we’d be further away from this and you’re still not, which is the way things go all over
the place. (Interviewee FF 18, 2013)
The interviewee makes the observation that even though she wants those type of clothes, she has
hopes that culturally our society would eventually be past the stereotypical portrayals of women
as American football fans. More importantly, she makes the connection that this is a common
phenomenon that does not just take place in American football, but occurs within the larger
context of society. Other interviewees agree with this point, and echo the same observation that
these portrayals of women in the context of American football are similar to how women are
portrayed in the general media. Some examples of this are, “Not very well, I mean it’s kind of
like the way women are portrayed in everything” (Interviewee FF 18, 2013) and “…well I mean
just the way that women are portrayed in the media in general, I see myself as being the opposite
of that in a way …” (Interviewee FF 12, 2013). Finally, just as it is important to recognize that
these women connect these stereotypical portrayals as representative of portrayals of women in
the general media, it is also important to recognize the statement made by Interviewee FF 12:
that she sees herself in contradiction with those portrayals. Many of the participants either made
this same statement or stated that they felt that these portrayals did not impact them because they
did not identify with them. This point is extremely important because it indicates that these
women see themselves as an “other” within the context of American football.
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Women as Sportscasters. Just as the previous section demonstrates how these women
experience exclusion by the commercialized media, these women also discussed how the
treatment of women who are sportscasters impacts their fandom. Similarly, to how the media
portrays women in the context of American football commercials, these women make specific
mention of how women who are sportscasters are sexualized and diminished as mere accessories
on the sidelines of the NFL broadcasts. The treatment of these women who are sportscasters is
not just limited to positions that they are placed in by the producers: male fans who watch the
broadcasts perpetuate this treatment too.
Most of the women who participated in this study discuss the beauty queen aspect of the
casting of the women who are sportscasters. As stated by one interviewee,
I guess one thing is a thing that bothers me on sideline reporters and stuff, and I know it’s
for broadcasting but they always kinda have that pretty girl, it’s not like a normal looking
female sports fan. It’s always like the beauty queen, and they’re always like guys will
like you if you like sports. (Interviewee FF 42, 2013)
Here, the interviewee notices what other interviewees also point out about the casting of women
who are beauty queens and do not look like a “normal looking female sports fan.” What’s more,
the interviewee contextualizes this point by linking it to the depiction of casting a woman’s
interest in sports as an extension of her relationship with a man. The “guys will like you if you
like sports” iteration simultaneously reinforces the idea of a woman as an accessory to a man and
reinforces the heteronormative culture of American football.
The priority of beauty over knowledge for the casting of women who are sportscasters
was similarly emphasized by interview participants. Discussing how men react to women
sportscasters, one interviewee states, “If a certain female reporter comes, guys would go crazy,
but I think if it was someone who looked like me and wasn’t beauty queen status, I don’t think
they’d go as crazy. I don’t think they get as much credit as somebody like an Erin Andrews, or
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anybody else would get, because I think they get bigger because they have knowledge but they
also have beauty” (Interviewee FF 42, 2013). While men may go crazy for a “beauty queen”
sportscaster, the interviewee suggests, the men would not react the same if the sportscaster
looked like her. Several other interviewees made similar points, and this consistency is
significant because it demonstrates that for the most part these women do not identify with the
women who are cast as sportscasters. This is another form of exclusion. When women do not
identify with their media counterpart, it “others” these women and makes them feel separate
from the American football fandom.
Interpersonal Exclusion by Men who are Football Fans. Casting beauty queens as
sportscasters is another form of exclusion by the media, but the exclusion of women as fans
within American football does not stop there. The women that I interviewed extensively
discussed the exclusion that they encounter on an interpersonal level from men who are
American football fans. These encounters come in the form of comments of condescension,
questioning a woman’s interest or intention, and requiring them to justify their knowledge level.
As a consequence of these encounters, several women stated that they make conscious decisions
about what to wear in order to better fit in.
When conversing with men who are American football fans, these women experienced
encounters of condescension. Condescension in these encounters manifested in the three primary
forms. The first was in the form of compliments for being interested. Men would complement
these women for being American football fans. Such compliments include things like “that’s
sweet good for you” (Interviewee FF 18, 2013). Other comments of condescension invoke the
word “cute” with men exclaiming how “cute” it was that they were participating in American
football fandom. For example, Interviewee FF 29 states, “I think they think that it’s “oh isn’t it
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cute, she’s trying it, spending time with her husband or you know”. However, the most
consistently mentioned comment of condescension dealt with what I refer to as the “boyfriend
factor.” Many of the women that I interviewed discussed how men who are American football
fans either made comments or questioned whether they were participating in American football
fandom because they were there for their boyfriend. One interviewee recalls the contrast between
participating in American football fandom at home and going to a sports bar. If she chooses the
latter, she is questioned like so: “whereas if I go to a sports bar, ‘oh are you waiting for your
boyfriend?’ or ‘oh is your boyfriend a fan?’ but no, I’m the fan I’m the one who likes it
(Interviewee FF 43, 2013). Here she identifies two comments that other women discussed. These
references of women as being involved in American football fandom as an extension of a man
again places women as an accessory to men in the context of American football. As discussed in
the previous two sections of exclusion, commercials and women who are sportscasters, this
theme of women as an accessory once again emerges. Furthermore, this connection of the use
women as an accessory between how women are portrayed by the media in American football
commercials, how women who are sportscasters are treated and the condescending comments
made to women by men indicates that this is a prevalent theme as well as demonstrates the
power of this exclusion tactic. So prevalent and powerful is this tactic that it has trickled down
from media portrayals, into treatment of women who are sportscasters, and finally enforced by
men who are American football fans.
In addition to the condescension encountered, these women also faced a lack of belief
about their fandom. According to one interviewee, she has even faced this lack of belief in her
fandom in the context of romantic relationships. She stated, “not a lot of men, for one thing,
believe me when I’ve said I was a fan, and definitely in certain romantic situations they don’t
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understand that I mean what I say I’m a football fan and they say they want a girl who likes
football and they tend to not want a girl who is more into football than they are” (Interviewee FF
43, 2013). This interviewee explains that this lack of belief in her fandom is directly related to
the what level of fandom men want in a woman. Specifically, she explains that men want a
woman who knows less about football than them. This limitation of women in their fandom is
another way to excluded women from American football and further reinforces the hegemonic
masculinity by suppressing women’s status.
Clearly, these women face the barrier of knowledge when it comes to their fandom
interaction with men. Many women stated that they are constantly required to prove their
knowledge about American football, further extending men’s lack of belief in a woman’s high
level of fandom. One interviewee said that she was frustrated by the constant quizzing, stating
How you’re constantly quizzed oh I don’t believe that’s your favorite team just rattle off
all this trivia like that’s where I get all upset because I don’t know all the trivia but I am
going to watch the game and enjoy the game and so it’s like how in the world do you get
past that other than just punching them in the face? I’m done and just shut the hell up.
(Interviewee FF 33, 2013)
She argues that even though she might not be able to demonstrate her knowledge to an
appropriate level, she does not feel that it should exclude her from participating in her fandom.
Additionally, she discusses how she wants to inflict violence on these men and that it might be
the only way to get around this exclusion. This further suggests that this form of exclusion is so
ingrained that it requires punishment. It also suggests that this woman is so desperate to
overcome this exclusion that she feels the need to resort to violence. Other women stated that
even when they are not being constantly questioned that they still felt the need to go out of their
way to prove their knowledge. This internal need is possible due to the fact that men are awarded
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automatic credibility based on their gender (Messner, 1992), while women are not afforded the
same consideration.
Exclusion of women within the context of American football takes place on multiple
levels including through the media with its portrayals of the women in commercials and its
treatment of women who are sportscasters. Likewise, exclusion of women takes place when
engaging with men who are American football fans. The women that I interviewed reinforced
previous research by scholars (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Davis & Duncan, 2006;
Markovits & Albertson, 2012; Wenner, 2009) concerning these forms of exclusion, thus
demonstrating that this phenomenon of exclusion still exists within American football. The
theme of women as an extension or accessories of men in this context suggests that women are
placed as an outsider and categorized as a possession instead of an individual person. This
categorization, in turn, is completely based on gender with knowledge being conflated with
gender. In other words, men are given automatic credibility because it is assumed that they have
practical knowledge of American football, while women are not given any credibility because of
their lack of practical knowledge. Even when women demonstrate their theoretical knowledge of
American football, they are still excluded either for not having practical knowledge or for
performing their gender in a seemingly inappropriate way.
Discourse of Fantasy Football Inclusion
While as discussed above, women in the context of American football are excluded,
specifically based on their gender and the perception of their lack of practical knowledge, the
women that I interviewed found a way around this almost seemingly naturalized barrier by
participating in fantasy football. Gender and knowledge within the context of American football
are conflated so that being a man comes with automatic credibility. This credibility is based not
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just on theoretical knowledge of the game, but also practical knowledge or knowledge of
experience playing the game. Although not all men have played the game, all men have the
privilege of being allowed to play and it is consequently assumed that they have played
American football. This practical knowledge is not readily available to women, so it is assumed
that if you are a woman that you do not have practical knowledge. Even if women have
theoretical knowledge of American football, a man will almost always be considered to be more
credible based on their potential for practical knowledge. Despite this conflated barrier for
women, the women that I interviewed discussed extensively how their participation in fantasy
football allowed them to prove practical knowledge that gave them credibility and acceptance
among men who are fans. Ultimately, these women discussed how this participation provided
shared experiences and social enjoyment that had meaningful results beyond these experiences
and enjoyment.
Participation. Several of the women that I interviewed discussed how the act of
participation was inclusive. They discuss this in the context of their leagues, indicating that
because they are in co-ed leagues and the men in their leagues include them that they are by
extension included in American football fandom on a level that they have not experienced
before. An interviewee states, “I’ve never gotten any sort of push back or even uncomfortable or
intimidating comments from anyone on either of my teams and while I certainly would not expect
it from my brother-in-law because it would certainly make Sunday dinner weird, like on my other
team where they’re all strangers I’ve never gotten any indication that I’m not welcome or I’m
somehow lesser” (Interviewee 41, 2013). Here, this interviewee echoes similar sentiments of
inclusion experienced while playing fantasy football. In addition to feeling included while
playing, many women were originally encouraged to start playing fantasy football by men. One
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interviewee tells the story about how she started playing: “And my friend [name of male friend]
who sat in front of me was just like “oh my gosh you don’t play fantasy football?” and I was like
“no I’ve seen everybody who plays and stuff” and so he kind of got me into a league and once I
started, the first time I did it I was hooked, I really enjoyed it, I would say friends got me into it”
(Interviewee FF 23, 2013). Other women describe similar stories of male friends, brothers, and
husbands inviting them to participate in fantasy football. These invitations by men suggest that
some men do not find it threatening when women play fantasy football and even embrace their
participation. While not directly discussed, this inclusion might suggest that the act of
participation in “metaphorically” playing football through the participation in fantasy football
gives women the practical knowledge that they do not get growing up.
Credibility. In addition to feeling and being included, these women suggested that
participating in fantasy football does provide them with knowledge and thus a level of credibility
that they do not automatically receive. They discussed different aspects of this knowledge. One
interviewee discussed how playing made her more aware. She stated, “I think it’s made me a lot
more aware of everything going on and different teams and before I didn’t pay attention to other
teams as much and now I do. I know what’s going on in the league. And I watch NFL network,
especially when the season starts I go and check the NFL live or the daily news show that they
do” (Interviewee FF 3, 2013). She identifies how playing fantasy football has expanded the depth
of her NFL football knowledge due to her paying more attention to other teams and players. This
expansion of theoretical knowledge further builds credibility for these women.
Another type of knowledge that these women discuss gaining is practical knowledge.
One interviewee states,
I really like that I can learn more about the game that it’s a really good incentive for me
to watch more games and learn more about players. I came in I never watched football as
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a kid, and even though I come from Wisconsin so everybody’s pretty big on the Packers.
I had no idea why or what any of the positions were. So now it’s a good learning tool to
learn more about the sport I already like, why a running back is successful, what a
running back is and does, what other learning tools.
(Interviewee FF 41, 2013)
This interviewee suggests that playing fantasy football has taught her how the game of American
football. She even explicitly discussed how she never learned this growing up, demonstrating the
value of playing fantasy football and its power to teach women how to “metaphorically” play
American football. Importantly, she notes that this knowledge is not shared to women like her
even in a very football friendly community like Wisconsin.
A different interviewee discussed this phenomenon by suggesting that it changed her
from being a passive consumer of American football to being actively engaged. She states, “I
think it was that other step into being immersed into football in general, so obviously I never
played, but it was the next step to being more actively involved more actively engaged, so to use
a media term, not sort of passively watching, passive consumption it was more of active
engagement” (Interviewee FF 43, 2013). Again, this interviewee highlights the fact that she has
been excluded from playing American football. It is important to recognize that these women are
highly aware of their lack of participation and subsequent lack of practical knowledge of
American football. The interviewee uniquely uses the terms passive and active engagement to
describe how fantasy football has changed her fandom. This use of terms demonstrates how
these women were once passive and now are actively involved or included in American football.
This ability for these women to gain practical knowledge of American football further reinforces
the structural exclusion of women and suggests the potential of fantasy football’s ability to
circumvent this exclusion.
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At the same time, men who are fans reinforce the inclusion of women when they discuss
their fantasy football experience. One interviewee discussed her experience with this
phenomenon. She states, “I have like male coworkers at work who I’ll talk football with, and I
think it does show a little bit more credibility in their minds, ‘I have AP (Adrian Peterson) is on a
bye this week, I don’t know who I’m going to put in as my running back.’ Like that extra
awareness” (Interviewee FF 43, 2013). As she suggests, talking publicly about her fantasy
football team at work with male coworkers lends her extra credibility. Other interviewees
recalled similar encounters with male fans, suggesting that the experience of playing fantasy
football directly gives them credibility. Even though many women still must go through the
exercise of proving this practical knowledge by discussing it, they are enabled to discuss the
practical knowledge as opposed to only having theoretical knowledge to offer as proof of their
fandom. Better yet, the inclusion of women by these men suggests that practical knowledge
practical knowledge is valued significantly more than theoretical knowledge.
Acceptance and Social. Another form of inclusion described by these women in the
context of fantasy football is the social experience that it affords. Many women discussed the
value shared experiences and social enjoyment that they experienced. One interviewee stated,
One it’s something that we do together. So last night for the friends and family league we
do an autodraft because it’s just easier because a lot of people aren’t so hardcore fantasy
football fan, and our draft came through last night, last night at 12:30 or 1 last night and I
checked it and I was like yes, I have Peyton Manning! I am going to win! And he’s
[husband] like wait who’s on my team so for one thing it’s a fun thing we can share
together and the same thing for our with our other friends so one of the things that tends
to happen during the fantasy season on Monday or Tuesday afternoon.
(Interviewee FF 12, 2013)
The interviewee discusses how playing fantasy football provides shared experiences. The shared
experiences among her friends and family that the interviewee mentions translate to those
outside of their circle of friends, creating shared experiences among men and women who are
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football fans and also play fantasy football. Another interviewee speaks to this potential of
shared experiences stating,
I had been in New York City only about a year, and I’m a huge Chicago bears fan, and I
was getting, ironically, I mean I’ve always watched the games, I’ve always known the
teams, but I was getting into that camaraderie of going to like Chicago Bears bars and
you know hanging out with people from Chicago, and it gave me a new group of friends
and a lot of them played fantasy football as well, so I was able to add to the conversation.
(Interviewee FF 34, 2013)
The shared experiences of playing fantasy football, this interview notes, are useful outside of
friends and family. In fact, it even helped her make new friends, further signaling the power of
the practical knowledge gained in fantasy football as a workable resource for circumventing the
barriers placed in front of women. These shared experiences can be considered knowledge much
like the knowledge gained from playing fantasy football. When these women can participate in
and discuss these shared experiences they are gaining experiential knowledge. As demonstrated
above, knowledge allows these women to circumnavigate a barrier of entry to the hegemony and
this be included.
In addition to discussing shared experiences, the women that I interviewed discussed the
social enjoyment that they experienced while playing fantasy football. One interviewee stated,
“It’s very social. It’s very, like you know, it’s a way to interact with people and then like being a
woman, it’s always nice to just show up all your friends” (Interviewee FF 18, 2013). This
interviewee discussed not only the social aspect of playing fantasy football, but more specifically
she discussed it in the context of being a woman who can beat her friends. Based on this
reference to herself as woman, it can be assumed that her friends are men. This declaration of
social enjoyment and beating her friends as a woman directly indicates pleasure of competition.
This phenomenon of enjoyment of competition is important and is further discussed in chapter 5.
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Conclusion
In their interviews, these women discussed two very distinct, yet interrelated aspects of
being an American football fan. First, they confirm what scholars have previously found: that
women are strategically excluded not just from American football, but also from participation as
a fan. The women interviewed collectively reinforce that these exclusions are still very
prevalently experienced. The data does not provide any new information about women being
excluded from American football. What it does newly suggest, however, is a clear connection
between the exclusion in media portrayals of women in commercials and as sportscasters and the
exclusion that women experience from men who are American football fans. Furthermore, the
common theme among all of the exclusionary experiences that these women describe is that
women in the context of American football fandom are accessorized, which is extremely
problematic because it characterizes women as extensions of men, mere props to be possessed.
Worse yet, many interviewees discuss how the exclusion that they experience within American
football is not inherent to just American football, but is also experienced in our larger culture,
specifically the exclusion within the media’s portrayal of women. This purposeful exclusion
reinforces the exclusion and discrediting of women that is necessary to maintain hegemonic
masculinity (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005). Furthermore, this combined, or trickle down
exclusion from the media to men who are fans, demonstrates the power and influence that this
exclusionary discourse has within the hegemonic system of American football. What makes
these findings even more important is the contrast to what these women experience when they
participate in fantasy football.
Although the media and men both excluded women from American football fandom, the
women interviewed suggest that participation in fantasy football gives them a way to
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circumnavigate these exclusionary barriers. Together, the interviewees expressed specific
aspects of participating in fantasy football that allow for inclusion within American football
fandom. The first aspect is the actual participation in fantasy football, which is equated with the
missing participation in the physical sport that women are excluded from growing up.
Additionally, these women not only discussed that they feel as if they are participating in
American football fandom, but they do not receive any backlash from men while participating in
fantasy football. This suggests that men are accepting of women participating in fantasy football
as a form of fandom. Many women also describe being invited by men to play fantasy football,
which further accentuates the potential for acceptance by men. It is in these instances that
hegemonic power is negotiated and leads to inclusion. This negotiation of inclusion and power
suggests that fantasy football participation is acceptable over physical participation in American
football and, thus, men are not threatened because of the lack of physical engagement. On one
hand these women are resisting the hegemony by directly participating in American football via
fantasy football, while on the other hand, they are consenting to the discourse of exclusion based
on lack of physical strength and the dangerousness of the sport by not physically playing
American football. This simultaneously resists and consents to the hegemony that creates
incorporation and negotiation. The incorporation of resistance along with the negotiation of
consent is a continued part of the maintenance of a hegemonic system making it an ever
changing and fluid structure (Gramsci, 1971).
The second aspect of inclusion within American football fandom discussed by the
interviewees is the ability to build credibility through participation within fantasy football. First,
the interviewees discussed how participation in fantasy football pushed them pay more attention
the what was going on across the NFL since their fantasy football team is made up of players
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from other teams: thus, increasing the interviewees’ theoretical knowledge of American football
in general. Second, and most importantly, their participation in fantasy football provided these
interviewees with practical knowledge of the sport. The practical knowledge is important
because it provides knowledge that women have not been allowed to learn through actual
participation in American football. When these interviewees demonstrate their practical
knowledge to men, they consistently received almost immediate acceptance and inclusion, which
indicates that practical knowledge is highly valued and might be a primary key to entry in
American football fandom for women. Again, these instances of inclusion by men are
negotiations of hegemonic power. Specifically, the production and use of knowledge, gained
from participation in fantasy football, becomes a very clear site of struggle in which these
women are no longer treated as outsiders, but instead included as one of the guys. This
negotiation of inclusion and power suggests that these women are able to use a barrier of entry,
such as knowledge, in order to gain entry and inclusion. In other words, these women are using
the hegemonic masculinity of American football to their advantage and against the hegemony of
American football. This site of negotiation through resistance requires the hegemony to
incorporate them as these women have passed the barrier. Again, these women are
simultaneously resisting and consenting by appropriating the tools (knowledge) the hegemony
and using them for entry into an exclusive space.
The third aspect of inclusion from playing fantasy football is acceptance through shared
experiences and social enjoyment. Interviewees discussed their shared experiences with friends
and family, as well as persons outside of friends and family. Many women discuss how they are,
in fact, invited by men to participate in fantasy football. Specifically, these women are invited by
men in their families, such as partners, fathers, uncles or brothers. Once again, these women are
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using tools, more specifically men, in order to gain entry to the exclusive space of American
football fandom. This further demonstrates the power of the practical knowledge gained in
fantasy football to circumvent the barriers placed in front of women. It is through this
experiential knowledge and its application, or discussion, that these women are able to also use
the hegemony against itself. Finally, these women found that fantasy football provided social
enjoyment, specifically through the performance of competition, a quality inherent to hegemonic
masculinity, which provided another form of inclusion.
It might be easy to dismiss these findings because they are contextualized within
American football, which some might dismiss as just a game. However, what these findings
propose is a strategy for bypassing barriers that are put up in order to exclude women from a
hegemonic masculinity culture of American football, by using the rules of the hegemony against
itself. As these interviewees indicate, the exclusion they experience is similar to exclusions
experienced by women within our larger society. Accordingly, these findings offer possible
strategies for inclusion within other hegemonic masculinity structures. Participation in fantasy
football’s ability to provide practical knowledge in addition to further theoretical knowledge
leads to credibility and, thus, inclusion. The key to inclusion within a hegemonic masculinity is
to gain practical knowledge through participation, even if that participation is on a digital or
virtual level. However, this participation on the digital or virtual level, while resistant to the
hegemony, is also consenting to it, as these women are still not physically participating in
American football, thus reinforcing the exclusionary discourses of women as physically weaker.
Participation in fantasy football as an inclusive strategy is only one part of the application. As the
next chapter explains, participation in fantasy football can also provide a safe environment for
competition and can be a competitive outlet in the workplace.
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Chapter 5
Competition is Empowering: Fantasy football as a Safe Competitive Place

In 2013, the chief operating officer of Facebook, Sheryl Sandberg, along with Nell
Scovell, a TV and magazine writer, published Lean In: Women, Work, and the Will to Lead. This
book turned into a massive cultural movement for working women. This movement produced a
nonprofit organization focused on “helping women achieve their ambitions” (Leanin.org, 2016).
This book propagates eleven areas related to women in the workplace: The Leadership Ambition
Gap, Sit at the Table, Success and Likeability, It’s a Jungle Gym, Not a Ladder, Are you my
Mentor?, Seek and Speak your Truth, Don’t Leave before you Leave, Make your Partner a real
Partner, The Myth of Doing it All, Let’s Start Talking about it, and Working Together toward
Equality. In the “Success and Likeability” section of the book, Sandberg discusses a social
experiment conducted by Professor Frank Flynn in an organizational behavior course at
Columbia University. In the course, Flynn presented a case study about Heidi Roizen, a
successful entrepreneur in Silicon Valley, that discussed how to be a successful networker. Flynn
gave half the class with Heidi Roizen’s name in the case and half the class with her name, along
with feminine pronouns, changed to Howard Roizen and “he.” Students were then asked to
complete an online survey rating the entrepreneur – selecting either Heidi or Howard – in the
case study. Results of the survey showed that students who received the Howard case study
stated that they would enjoy working with Howard. However, students that received the Heidi
case study stated that they found her to be aggressive, less humble, more power hungry, and
more self-promoting than those who rated the Howard case study. Also, according to Flynn,
students rating the Heidi case study “hated” her more the more aggressive they rated her
(Routson, 2009). In her book, Sandberg uses this study, along with anecdotes from successful
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women, to demonstrate that competitive, successful women are deemed unlikeable in the
workplace. She argues that this negative perception of competitiveness ultimately hinders
women from being competitive in the workplace (Sandberg, 2013).
An article by Eleanor Barkhorn for The Atlantic cites a 2011 study published in Human
Relations and a 2013 study conducted by Anderson Cooper, both of which recreate the
Heidi/Howard experiment. While both studies negate Sandberg’s conclusion about the likeability
of competitive, successful women in the workplace, Barkhorn does reaffirm that women still feel
the possibility of being less liked if they exhibit this kind of behavior. Barkhorn suggests that this
internal perception of self by women is grounded in media portrayals of cold, competitive,
successful women such as Miranda Priestly from The Devil Wears Prada, Tracy Flick from
Election, and Hillary Clinton in the 2008 presidential primary (Barkhorn, 2013).
The feeling of being perceived as unlikable is quite common among women in the
workplace. Women equally feel keenly that they need to be accommodating and collaborative as
opposed to being competitive. Competition in all its glory is traditionally deemed a masculine
quality that is completely appropriate for men to exhibit in any context. Women, on the other
hand, are expected to be accommodating and collaborative in most contexts. In contrast, sports
have recently become a space in which it is acceptable for women exhibit masculine qualities,
such as a competitive nature. In spite of these advances, women are still expected to exhibit
feminine qualities once they leave the sports space.
Over the course of the 2013 fall football season, I interviewed 28 women who play
fantasy football. These women are all educated, working professionals. All of the interviewees
had at least some college experience: 3 hold an associate’s degree, 8 have a bachelor’s degree,
and 15 have earned a graduate degree. The narratives provided by these women offer insight into
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how discourses of competition within a masculine hegemonic society support an ideology that
creates and reinforces inequality between men and women, specifically in the workplace. Using
critical discourse analysis, I locate the common themes of power within the context of
competition in the workplace and competition in fantasy football.
In order to fully understand the context of competition in the workplace and in fantasy
football, I begin this chapter with an introduction to the relationship between competition and
masculinity. I then present an understanding of how competition in the workplace is not
acceptable for women and an understanding of how competition in sports is generally an
acceptable space for women. The remainder of this chapter is focused on accounting for how
these particular women experience competition in the workplace through the feeling of
punishment and suppression of competition and in fantasy football through enjoyment, inclusion,
and as a safe space. These discourses of enjoyment, inclusion, and competition as a safe place in
fantasy football, I argue, suggest that participation may be a viable outlet for empowering
women in the workplace. More broadly, I argue that these findings suggest that being
competitive in fantasy football might be a possible avenue to become more competitive at work.
Competition and Masculinity
Gender is built on social constructions that cause many to feel the need to conform in
order to not be considered a societal deviant. These constructions of gender are so ingrained in
our society that we sometimes forget that they even exist or we feel that they are naturalized
behaviors. However, these constructions become very apparent when one deviates from them.
For women, this construction comes in the form of other in opposition to man (De Beauvior,
1949). In this context, the construction of man is never defined or clarified but just is and the
construction of woman is always the opposite of this neutral or positive construction. A man
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does not qualify himself as a man, but women are constantly qualified and qualify themselves.
We see often see this in sports when a men’s team will be call the Bears and a women’s team
will be called the Lady Bears. This constantly puts women as the other. Furthermore, this
cultural construction requires women to adhere to strict codes of feminine behavior performed
through roles like that of housewife, for example (Friedan, 1963). In turn, this cultural
construction requires men to similarly adhere to strict codes of masculine behavior. Researchers
of these behaviors argues that gender is performative instead of naturalized (Butler, 1990).
Butler (1990) argues that gender is a fluid, variable performance that is not binary. The
current system of distinction works in a binary system of male/female, where masculinity is
inherent to being male and femininity is inherent to being female. In this system, males always
rank higher that females. Since masculinity is equated with being male, then feminine behaviors
performed by men are a violation of this system as are masculine behaviors performed by
women. Additionally, in this system heterosexuality ranks higher than homosexuality because
heterosexuality is considered natural just as masculine and feminine are considered natural
(Butler, 1990).
Most of gender performance is formulated through communication focused on the body
during interpersonal communication; meaning that the body, its actions and preferences, must be
considered as opposed to only the sex. In other words, communication and performance of
gender cannot be detached from one’s body and how one see’s their identity in relation to their
body. Thus, gender is identified as “a complex matrix of normative boundaries, constituted in
discourse, materially embodied and performed” (Bell & Blaeuer, 2006, p. 10). For women, the
binary feminine traits performed through communication are gentleness, empathy, sensitivity,
caring, sweetness, compassion, and tolerance. Conversely for men, the binary masculine traits
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performed through communication are courage, independence, assertiveness, and competitive
(Butler, 1990). Furthermore, both femininity and masculinity are shaped and constituted through
interaction between the internal self and the external social environment (Messner, 1992). For
example, when we see a feminine or masculine portrayal in the media, we compare and contrast
ourselves to it, categorizing our self as similar or different.
Competition as Masculine
Competition, or a competitive spirit, is historically constructed as a masculine trait.
Competition is one of the three shared meanings of hegemonic masculinity, along with emotional
detachment and the sexual objectification of women (Bird, 1996). Participation in competition
creates hierarchy as opposed to cooperation, which creates symmetry (Messner, 1992).
Competition among men also allows for self-establishment, encourages the development of
individual masculinity, and supports the continuation of male dominance. Additionally,
competition provides men with feedback about their masculinity, thus making masculinity a
form of competition in itself (Bird, 1996). Unsurprisingly perhaps, men prefer competition with
other men because they believe that other men “understand the intensity and importance of
competition, whereas women seemed less accepting and less understanding” (Bird, 1996, p.
128). As a consequence, competition between men provides a bonding activity that men find to
be rewarding (Curry, 1991).
When women invade this space of competition and masculinity, men tend to perform
even more masculine behaviors. This phenomenon is known as “threatened masculinity” theory,
which accounts for how the move toward being more masculine becomes expanded when a man
is challenged by a woman in a physical competition and the woman wins. Losing to a woman
results in a worsened feeling of appearance, as well as less confidence in physical ability.
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However, when a similar loss takes place during competition based around a nonphysical task,
the loss does not always elicit the same response (Mills & D’Alfonso, 2007).
Communication, Gender, and Masculinity
Historically, theory and research argued that men held the standard for communication
with women’s communication measured or compared against this standard and falling short of it
(Dow & Wood, 2006). With the abundance of research studying women as the “other,” the
earliest gender research dealt specifically with women in direct relation to men. The distinctions
of “man” and “woman” was indicative of the belief that sex and behaviors tied to it were tied to
biology. Not until the 1990s did the focus shift from the differences between men and women to
the study of men and masculinity (Dow & Wood, 2006).
Research in the area of gender and communication argues that the focus on men’s
communication as the standard and comparing women’s communication to that creates an
injustice toward women. One specific instance of this type of criticism revolves around Lakoff’s
(1973) Language and Woman’s Place. Lakoff argued that women are powerless because of how
they speak and that women’s speech is full of uncertainty and expression of triviality. Although
Lakoff sought to prove the existence of inequality, scholars believe that this argument is an
inappropriate way to evaluate women’s communication because it relies on a masculine
approach by placing women as the other with men having the power. Unfortunately, measuring
women’s communication strategies against men’s is still a prevalent trend in the scholarship
(Dow & Wood, 2006).
The development of language use and communication strategies is based in the
segregated socialization of young girls and boys. Segregation impacts their ways of knowing,
which develop differently between girls and boys since girl are socialized to be feminine and
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boys are taught to be masculine (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986). This
socialization teaches gendered language and discourse, which includes grammar, language use,
naming, conversation topics, and learning styles. For example, for girls this language use is
classified as indirect, emotional, standard, and conservative, while for boys this language use is
identified as tough, competitive, independent, and controlling (Romaine, 1999). While some
researchers argue that this different socialization gives women a strong advantage over men in
the area of leadership, particularly because women are socialized to be inclusive (Helgesen,
1995), other researchers argue that this socialization of women to be non-masculine by being
“cooperative rather than competitive, to seek approval rather than make an impact, and to
support others rather than put themselves forward” leads to distinct overall disadvantage in
business (Dow & Wood, 2006, xvi).
Competition in the Workplace
Competition in the workplace is a consistent theme of organizational structure.
Organizations are in competition with other organizations, and workers within organizations are
in competition with each other. Traditionally, organizations are created around masculine roles
and, thus, competition between men thrives well in this context. Patriarchy is so highly
entrenched in organizational structure that even organizations that are considered a friendly place
for women to work have a hyper awareness of women as subordinates. Women in these
organizations also tend to uphold this subordination through their behaviors and discourse
practices (Buzzanell, 1994). This section unpacks the challenge of competition and gender in the
workplace and tries to understand how women navigate the space between masculine and
feminine in order to be successful at work.
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Gender differences for women were historically seen as a disadvantage at work, with
women again being cast as deviant. Gender difference in the organizational sense include not
only gendered behaviors, but also the division of labor or the type of work done and occupational
identity (Ashcraft, 2006). Specifically, as it relates to gendered behaviors, research has
demonstrated that in the workplace people have certain expectations about who can take part in
certain discourses. For example, it is acceptable for men to contribute to discourses of power
while women are expected to contribute to supportive discourse. More than that, when women,
particularly women who are managers, take part in masculine discourses of power, they either
receive backlash from others or react in a way that proves they are self-aware of their behavior,
such as hedging (Holmes, 2005). This follows the line of socialization of gender and
demonstrates a perpetuation of historical gendered structures within the workplace.
However, recent research demonstrates that women who exhibit masculine traits such as
assertiveness and competitiveness in the workplace are able to receive more promotions than
men, without any backlash, if these women are able to self-monitor the appropriate use of their
masculine traits. On the other hand, women who exhibit masculine traits within the workplace
but are not able self-monitor these traits are the least likely to be promoted (O’Neill & O’Reilly,
2011). These findings have significant implications for how women might be able to navigate the
space between the masculine and feminine at work. However, this become a double bind for
women who exhibit masculine traits because they must be able to know these appropriate times
for exhibiting these traits. Furthermore, men are not bound by the appropriateness of their
displays of masculinity within the workplace and are, instead, often rewarded for it.
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Sports and Competition
At the very heart of sports is competition. As discussed above, at the very heart of
competition is masculinity; thus, sports are considered masculine. The sports space as a
masculine space is constructed historically through the social segregation of men and women
(Belenky et al, 1986; Nelson, 1994). This section presents an understanding of sports and
competition in the contexts of men. Furthermore, this section presents sports as an appropriate
space for women to perform competition and, by extension, masculinity.
Men, Sports, and Competition
Due to the increased movement of women into the public sphere throughout the twentieth
century, competition in the form of organized sports, with its violent physicality, became highly
valued (Messner, 1992) and created athletic competition as an “unambiguously male world”
(Messner, 1998, p. 1). The ultimate result of this growth in sports and competition was the
“bolster[ing] of a sagging ideology of male superiority” (Messner, 1992, p. 109). As discussed
previously, competition is not only a way to develop one’s masculinity, but also that creation of
masculinity is itself a competition among men. Competition not only creates a hierarchy among
performing masculinity: it also is used to judge men of all ages based on their ability to compete
in sports, especially since sports are a foundational aspect of boyhood in America (Messner,
1992).
Since the implementation of Title IX, women’s participation in sports has increased. In
conjunction with this increase in women’s participation, the conception of sports as exclusively a
male space has changed. With sports traditionally being a place of male privilege and
demonstration of masculinity, when women engage in the same activity it pushes on the social
constraints of gender. Additionally, women’s participation in sports allows for women to have a
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space where it is appropriate for them to participate in competition and perform masculinity
(Markovits & Albertson, 2012).
Although sports are a space that is acceptable for masculine performance by women, it is
conditional. Depending on their level of performance within the sport, along with their out of
sports performance of femininity, women who do not follow these conditions become a target of
criticism for deviance or conformity. These conditions give women, who are successful athletes,
permission to perform masculine characteristics, such as physical competition, within the sports,
as long as they perform femininity outside of the sports context (Choi, 2005; Krane, 2001, 2008;
Shaw & Hoeber, 2003). However, if an elite athlete does not perform femininity correctly
outside of the sports context, then she is considered deviant and is susceptible to social criticism
(Krane, 2008).
Current Study
Even though the discourse of competition is categorized as a masculine trait that is
expected to be performed by men, current research in the area of organizational behavior and
communication, as well as sports, indicates that women are allowed to also participate in this
discourse. In the context of an organization, this allowance is conditional upon the balance
between appropriate use of masculinity and constant femininity. In other words, women must
self-monitor their behavior (O’Neill & O’Reilly, 2011). Self-monitoring has proven successful
for women is multiple environments, particularly when a woman is performing a role that might
be considered deviant to her gender (Anderson & Thacker, 1985). In these positions, women are
placed in a double bind as they are both considered more competent when enacting masculine
traits, but receive backlash in the form of less likability (O’Neill & O’Reilly, 2011).
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In order to understand this phenomenon of appropriateness of masculine gender
performance by women playing fantasy football and to specifically understand if fantasy football
provides power for women, I focused my data collection on women from across the country who
play fantasy football. Although I did not initially focus on the aspect of fantasy football, work,
and competition, during the first three interviews, a trend around work and competition
developed and became increasingly clear. The interviewees discussed several interesting areas
that warranted further exploration. First, all three interviewees talked about participating in either
a work league or a league that include a mixture of co-workers and friends/family. Second, two
of the three interviewees discussed the safe environment that fantasy football provided for them
when it came to being competitive, as opposed to their experiences in the workplace. The
interview questions that provided these answers dealt primarily with the experience of fantasy
football such as question 3: How do you feel about fantasy football? Describe your experiences
with fantasy football. and question 4: Describe your most memorable experience in fantasy
football. After conducting the first three interviews and recognizing the trend of workplace
narratives, I added the following question: How does competition in fantasy football compare to
competition in your workplace?
Upon transcription of all of the interviews, I loaded them into Dedoose, an online
qualitative coding software program. After reading through the interviews several times and
coding them using a grounded theory method and a critical discourse framework for analysis, I
noticed that one of the primary themes that emerged were discourses of competition. Within this
primary theme, discourses of competition emerged in the context of the workplace and within the
context of fantasy football. The coding is described as follows:
1. Competition
a. Competition in the workplace
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i. Feeling of Punishment
ii. Suppression of Competition
b. Competition in fantasy football
i. Enjoyment
ii. Inclusion
iii. Safe Place
iv. Empowerment
All of the sub-codes are distinct areas of commonality that the interviewees had within the
primary codes. The following discussion presents these findings that are most prominent, and
they are presented thematically. All are direct quotes have been stripped of any personal or
identifiable information, including the interviewee’s name.
Discourse of Competition in the Workplace
As previously discussed in this chapter, competition is traditionally equated with
masculinity and when performed by women in the context of the workplace, there are
repercussions or backlashes. These women reinforce the research by presenting narratives of
feeling punishment when it comes to being competitive in the workplace. Additionally, these
women also acknowledge knowing that this behavior is not acceptable in the workplace. They
further elaborate on their active suppression of this behavior in themselves.
Feeling of punishment. Both competition and work were highly present within the 28
narratives. Within these two codes, the theme of “feeling of punishment” emerged. Within this
theme, these women describe narratives in which they specifically discuss either being punished
or experiencing the indirect feeling of being punished for being competitive in the workplace.
Consistently in these narratives of punishment was the use of the concept of ostracizing, or the
social isolation of a person. For example, one interviewee stated, “. . . women’s interactions with
each other a lot in the workplace and social settings, that competitive spirit is not acceptable.
You get labeled or you are ostracized in some way” (Interviewee FF 27, 2013). Here, the
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interviewee discusses how it is not acceptable for women to be competitive not just in the
workplace, but also in social settings. This further reinforces the structural socialization of
women to not be competitive. Additionally, it demonstrates that this socialization stays with
women and permeates other structures, such as work organizations. Interviewee FF 27 also
identifies the punishment for this behavior as one being labeled or ostracized. The use of name
calling as a punishment is a form of backlash that fosters un-likability (O’Neill & O’Reilly,
2011). Furthermore, the use of name calling and/or ostracizing is a form of exclusion and as
discussed previously, hegemonic masculinity must discredit or exclude women (Connell &
Messerschmidt, 2005). The potential punishments that this interviewee describes for being
competitive as a woman is both and, consequently, suggests that the work environment is a
hegemonic masculinity.
Interviewee FF 27 (2013) goes on to further discuss the feeling of punishment at work
when being competitive. She stated, “you’ll be judged by the men in your work place if you are
seen as a really competitive, but even more so you’ll be ostracized by the women” (Interviewee
FF 27, 2013). Again, this interviewee refers to the use of ostracizing as a punishment for
competitive behavior exhibited by women in the workplace. She argues that men will punish you
by judgement, possibly referring to the discrediting name-calling she discusses above. But more
than that, she identifies co-workers who are women as the ones who punish competitive behavior
by ostracizing the violating women. This indicates that, at least in the workplace, women are
reproducing the masculine hegemonic exclusion of women for violating binary gender norms
and further constituting this subordination through their behaviors and discourse (Buzzanell,
1994).
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Suppression of competition. These women understand that it is acceptable for men to
contribute to discourses of power and to be competitive, while women are expected to contribute
to supportive discourse (Holmes, 2005). Just as the previous section demonstrates how these
women are highly aware of the potential of punishment when violating these expectations,
eleven women specifically discussed narratives of how they actively suppress their instinct to be
competitive. One interviewee discussed her emphasis on a collaborative style at work, “I suppose
at work I want to do well for the company I work for, but not competitive in the sense that I’ll
step over people to advance my career. I’m much more collaborative at work” (Interviewee FF
29, 2013). This interviewee discusses competitive behavior as a negative by describing it as
something that would harm others at work. So, she identifies herself as collaborative at work. It
is important to highlight that she states “much more collaborative at work.” This distinction of
“more” and “at work” identifies that her collaboration is purposeful and directed toward the
space that in which she is participating. All of the interviewees made a clear distinction about
competition and appropriate spaces. For all of the interviewees, the workplace was not an
appropriate space for them to be competitive.
Another example of this space distinction was that the interviewees did not want to be
classified as competitive in the workplace. When asked directed if she was competitive at work,
an interviewee stated,
I don’t know that I would characterize myself that way, who you are and who you hope
to be may never be the same thing, but I’m a very ambitious person, professionally I’m
very ambitious person, but that may not be the same thing as competitive but at the end of
the day it ends up being the same thing as competitive, but these are women who are
supposed to be friendly and sociable with not ambitious toward work.
(Interviewee FF 27, 2013)
The interviewee struggles with the use of the term competitive and, instead, categorizes herself
as ambitious. Her hesitation to not use the word competitive possibly indicates the problematic
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narrative that it creates for women in the workplace. She further identifies that even with her use
of the word ambitious, it still ends up being classified as competitive. She also equates being
friendly and sociable with being a woman and contrast that with being competitive. Finally, she
indicates that although she does not want to be classified as competitive, since her term of
ambitious is viewed a synonymous with competitive, she is in violation of the binary gender
expectation. The interviewee’s choice of words and hesitation to be classified as competitive
could indicate an internal conflict over her true identity and what is expected of her.
Another interviewee discusses her confliction between being appropriate at work and her
competitive nature. She stated,
Yeah, I’m definitely not, you don’t want to show, I’m a manager at work, so I don’t want
to show that I’m that competitive we have to show that we’re working together and be
more positive. There’s probably moments that have come out just talking about sports
where they say oh I am competitive or maybe statements just about work, but generally
speaking I try not to be, I don’t want that persona just because of that position and what
we’re expected to show. (Interviewee FF 40, 2013)
When asked directly about being a competitive person, she emphatically denies being so and
further argues that she does not want to display this behavior at work. Instead, she articulates that
she wants to be cooperative and collaborative, an appropriate binary feminine behavior. When
the interviewee discusses her competitive behavior in the context of “talking about sports” at
work, but not wanting to be “that persona” because of what is expected of her, you can see her
struggle with the double bind of being a woman, who outside of work, or at least in the context
of sports, seems to be competitive. Her purposeful suppression of her competitive spirit is a form
of self-monitoring. This suggests that if her self-monitoring is successful that she would avoid
punishment.
Although these women are highly aware of the binary structure of gender performance
within the workplace and the possible consequences for violating them, they are suppressing
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their masculine competitive behavior in order to conform. While research demonstrates that this
self-monitoring behavior allows women to ultimately be more successful in the workplace
(O’Neill & O’Reilly, 2011), it does so at the cost of further reinforcing the masculine hegemonic
structure of the work organization. These very women, who in the previous chapter were critical
of the hegemonic masculinity of American football, are through their behaviors maintaining a
structure of exclusion by giving into the expectations.
Discourse of Competition in Fantasy Football
As discussed above, women in the context of the workplace are either punished for their
performance of competition or they purposefully suppress their instinct to be competitive in
order to avoid punishment. However, the women that I interviewed found a way to circumvent
this exclusionary structure with the masculine hegemonic workplace by participating in fantasy
football. Although competition is marked as a deviant behavior for women in the workplace,
under the right conditions and space, competition can be an acceptable behavior for women. The
women that I interviewed identified fantasy football as that space. Exhibiting competition within
the space of fantasy football these women found enjoyment, a way to be included into masculine
spaces at work, a safe space for competition, and felt empowered by this competitive
participation.
Enjoyment. When asked either what they liked about fantasy football or to describe their
most memorable moment, all of the interviewee discussed their enjoyment of the competitive
aspect. They discussed this in the context of getting to be competitive and being themselves in
this competitive moment. One interviewee states,
I think honestly, I think a lot of the women, who are in fantasy football, are in it because
they like fantasy football, they like to be competitive and they like football and it’s just a
hobby and an interest outside of work and family. Just like the men, it’s a good way to
have a break from everything. (Interviewee FF 29, 2013)
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This interviewee discusses the enjoyment of fantasy football and competition as a hobby outside
of work and family. She argues that it is an enjoyable way to take a break. She further compares
women’s enjoyment experience with fantasy football to men’s enjoyment experiences. This
comparison suggests that in this instance of enjoyment and fantasy football that there is equality
between men and women.
Many interviewees discussed the aspect of gambling in fantasy football, but they did not
all agree and gave mixed reactions to the issue. Some interviewees specifically discussed how
gambling through participation in money leagues is either too stressful or unenjoyable. One
interviewee compares and contrasts enjoyment versus stress. She stated,
So I mean, it wasn’t that hard, but I think I like the competition mostly. I don’t like the
stress, but I don’t see how people play in money leagues but I would lose my mind. I
think I just like the competition and the excitement that it brings to watching the games
every week that I wouldn’t normally watch or get excited about.
(Interviewee FF 42, 2013)
In addition to discussing how she enjoys the competition but would find the gambling aspect to
be stressful and unenjoyable, Interviewee FF 42 argues that fantasy football also provides
enjoyment outside of fantasy football when she watches other games. Her transfer of excitement
to these other games is because she is watching them in order to follow her fantasy football
players. Accordingly, her competitive enjoyment spills over to American football games outside
of her favorite team. This demonstrates the power of fantasy football to engage women in their
competitive spirit in multiple spaces. Further yet, this act of watching other games, as discussed
in the previous chapter, provides more in depth theoretical knowledge of American football,
which suggests that women are enjoying the acquisition of this in depth theoretical knowledge.
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Although these interviewees discussed their displeasure with the gambling aspect, other
interviewees discussed the enjoyment of the competitive aspect of gambling and fantasy football.
One interviewee states,
The competitiveness is always you know pretty, I’m very competitive by nature so when
it combines things I’m already doing such as watching football, things I like in terms of
like statistics and following sports and then like money you know and being able to beat
all your friends, it’s a pretty good combination. (Interviewee FF 18, 2013)
Here, she discusses how much she enjoys the combination of competition, watching football,
statistics, gambling and winning. The enjoyment of winning was another common theme: in fact,
every interviewee described winning as her most memorable experience in fantasy football.
Sports fans seek excitement and sports provides that excitement because of its “inherent drama,
tension, and risk involved” which provides enjoyment (Gantz et al., 2008, p. 68). It is important
to note the qualification of categorizing herself as “very competitive by nature,” along with her
feeling of enjoyment of competition. When taking this enjoyment and her natural instinct toward
competition as a behavior into account in comparison with the narrative evidence provided
above, it would suggest that these women are happier playing fantasy football because they can
be their true competitive self.
Inclusion. In addition to experiencing enjoyment while being competitive in fantasy
football, these women suggest that fantasy football leads to inclusion by men at work. This
theme of inclusion is congruent with the theme of inclusion in the previous chapter. While
inclusion in the previous chapter dealt with inclusion as a fan of American football, inclusion in
this chapter deals with inclusion of women by men at work. The interviewees describe different
instances of this inclusion. One interviewee states, “And there are a couple of people [men] who
I work with and we talk about who has what player, who is doing what in this league and updates
from each other about football news that we hear about. I mean it’s fun like that” (Interviewee
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FF 3, 2013). Just like the narratives of inclusion in the previous chapter in the context of
American football fandom, this interviewee presents a similar narrative. She describes inclusion
as a fan by men at work, which indicates the possibility that this inclusion of women as
American football fans does not just reside in the context of watching games on Sunday, but
spills over into the workplace.
Many interviewees discuss this inclusion in the form of participation in work leagues.
One interviewee stated, “When I first joined the league it was my first year out of college so it
was a way to socialize with the folks I worked with and it ended up being really fun and I also
got really competitive about it” (Interviewee 26, 2013). This interviewee describes using fantasy
football for a different kind of inclusion. She used fantasy football as a venue for inclusion into
the social aspect of work. Additionally, she emphasizes the enjoyment factor and her
competiveness in this context, demonstrating that when participating in fantasy football at work,
she can be competitive and enjoy it.
Another interviewee discussed how she used her work league as a place to show up the
men in her office. She stated,
The reason I was able to pinpoint the exact year I started playing was, I was working at a
company I didn’t really like, and they had a fantasy football league and it was all these
metrosexual New York boys who didn’t know, in my opinion, didn’t know as much
about sports as I did who like talked a big game, so I was like I’m gonna do this, and I’m
gonna beat you, and I did, I won. (Interviewee FF 34, 2013).
Her use of “metrosexual” and “boys” to describe the men in her office emasculates these coworkers. Likewise, her coupling it with her desire to beat them and her win over them
demonstrates her competitive power over these men. Like other women that I interviewed,
fantasy football is a place for her to be competitive in the workplace and in this instance use this
competition for the purposes of power.
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For some interviewees, this inclusion is a point of entry into masculine spaces within
their workplace. The interviewee states,
I know what I’m doing and they see you being competitive in your work environment
and it gives you that place to be competitive in your work. I mean, that’s, I practically
said that we do the work one but nobody it’s all guys that are part of it and that’s usually
who they invite because they think that’s all that are fans. But now some of them are
starting to see because they know we have season tickets or I’ll talk about the Texans or I
know they go to the games – they are beginning to see that I know about the games when
I talk about them. So yeah it takes some you have to prove that you know and you aren’t
being a superficial fan and just wearing the shirt and supporting them.
(Interviewee FF 40, 2013)
When discussing her ability to be competitive in the workplace while playing fantasy football,
this interviewee describes how her display of fandom and her participation in fantasy football
gained her access to the all men’s fantasy football league in the office. She prides herself on this
feat and points to how women might be able to use fantasy football and their competitive spirit to
gain access to masculine spaces within the workplace.
Safe space. As demonstrated, fantasy football is a space where women can be
competitive in the workplace, providing both enjoyment and inclusion. The most significant
aspect of this competitive demonstration at work is that in an environment where these women
describe punishment and the need to suppress their competitive spirit, fantasy football provides a
safe space for competition at work.
One interviewee discussed how her participation in this fantasy football while at work
allows for competition without punishment. She stated, “And it’s good to have that kind of light
hearted competition something to follow and be interested in with really no consequences, if it
all goes wrong” (Interviewee FF 41, 2013). She identifies that sometimes competition can go
wrong and that playing fantasy football allows her to not have to worry about this or how it
might affect her job. Another interviewee agrees with this perspective. She states, “I find it very
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interesting how this medium is allowing us to exercise a competitive spirit in a way that isn’t
threatening. . . . So I think this is a great way for us to be competitive together without it being
socially unacceptable” (Interviewee FF 27, 2013). Interviewee FF 27 expresses how much she
like that women have the freedom to be competitive within fantasy football without the fear of
retribution. This demonstrates that within the space of fantasy football, these women are able to
fully exhibit their competitive behavior and not fear any backlash.
Interviewees see such a difference between their freedom to be competitive in fantasy
football and their lack of freedom to be competitive in the workplace. One interviewee stated,
“So you feel it’s a more safe environment to be competitive in fantasy football than at work”
(Interviewee 40, 2013). Her specific comparison between fantasy football and work identifies
that she is highly aware of the difference in the spaces. If we refer back to the newer research
that suggests that women who are appropriately competitive in the workplace are more
successful than men (O’Neill & O’Reilly, 2011), then the narratives of these women might
suggest that fantasy football could be one of these appropriate spaces.
Empowerment. The ability of these women to be competitive in fantasy football, and
specifically within the workplace, provides women with an opportunity to feel empowered.
Many women describe this empowerment through their enjoyment of winning with exclamations
such as “I like the competition, I like to win” (Interviewee FF 3, 2013) and “It was the inaugural
year of our work league so it was kind of fun to be the winner, I told everyone that I had the
Lombardi trophy; I hate the partner who participates in the league too so that was kind of fun to
be the only woman and be the winner” (Interviewee FF 26, 2013) and “I like to play to win”
(Interviewee FF 34, 2013). These women’s declarations of winning demonstrate their pride in
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their accomplishment. Narratives of winning were very prevalent throughout the interviews with
every interviewee discussing a significant win.
In addition to empowerment through winning, these women also made declarations of
their ability to be amazing. For example, one interviewee states,
You know it was really funny because since I had Drew in October and won the first of
next year, I went bonkers rubbing it in to people. Like, I can give birth and I can win
fantasy football, like, don’t mess with me, I can do it all. And everyone was really
positive about it, I was the first female to win, and then Rebecca won the next year, so I
think the guys respect us and I think at first they were kind of like ‘whatever, girls trying
to do this’ but now they really take us seriously. (Interviewee FF, 2013)
The interviewee discusses her ability to “do it all.” For her, this is giving birth during the
American football season and winning her fantasy football league. Her narrative is filled with the
enjoyment of winning, the recognition of acceptance by men, and the lack of punishment. It is
also filled with empowerment. She is empowered in all of these things. Even as the winning,
acceptance, and lack of punishment are important, her definition of “do it all” holds even more
importance. She includes two very different accomplishments: one is feminine (giving birth) and
one is masculine (winning). Her inclusion of these two binary opposites suggests that doing it all
means being both feminine and masculine.
Conclusion
Collectively, the 28 interviewees provided narratives that discussed the importance of the
competitive aspect of fantasy football. The contrast is that their perception is that it is important
to not be competitive in the workplace. In this contrast, these women confirm previous research
on competition in the workplace: that women receive backlash in the workplace for performing
masculine traits. The women that I interviewed reinforce that this backlash is still experienced
and they go out of their way to prevent this backlash by actively suppressing their competitive
spirit in the workplace. Hegemonic masculinity, is pervasive in the workplace, where masculine
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qualities, such as competitiveness, are valued when performed by men, but are diminished when
performed by women. It is another way of excluding women from certain spaces within our
society. However, just like the finding in chapter 4, these women are consenting to these
hegemonic masculinity rules or norms by going out of their way to not perform competition
within the workplace. It is in this consent that the hegemony is maintained (Gramsci, 1971).
However, what make these findings interesting is that they describe the internal struggle that
these women experience when suppressing this competitive spirit and, thus, giving consent to the
hegemony. Many of the women characterize themselves as competitive or express a liking of
competition, yet they continually are suppressing this instinct at work, even to the point of not
wanting to use the word competition in that context and contrasting it with friendliness or
collaboration. Here these women are discussing and struggling with the binary system that Butler
(1990) refers to. It is here that we are privileged to see the power of discourse in a hegemony and
how it holds power over these women in the workplace. The discourse of the hegemony becomes
the discourse used by these women to discuss their experiences and ideologies demonstrating the
ability of the hegemony to penetrate our daily lives. Unlike the previous chapter, where these
women are participating in a masculine space and are ok with or even unaware of its possible
counter-hegemonic acts, in the workplace these women are actively trying to maintain the
hegemonic norm of women and non-competitiveness. However, when, again, placed in the
context of fantasy football, these women experience competition in a much different manner,
even at work.
Although women experience backlash and/or punishment for competitive behavior in the
workplace, these women do not have this same experience within fantasy football. Interviewees
expressed intense enjoyment when playing fantasy football and their ability to be openly
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competitive, with everyone consistently referencing the joy of winning. Additionally, these
women discussed narratives of inclusion similar to those in the previous chapter. However, these
narratives discussed not only inclusion by men in the fan context, in these instances at work, but
also inclusion in work fantasy football leagues. Inclusion in work fantasy football leagues, in
turn, allows women to be competitive at work and with co-workers without the worry of damage
to their career. This ability to participate in fantasy football and competition in the workplace
without penalty demonstrates that fantasy football is a safe space for competition. These women
are very highly aware of the differences in competition in the workplace and in fantasy football.
This distinction is important, because these women have expressed that work is not a safe space
for competition and this has conditioned them to actively not perform competitiveness at work.
This participation in fantasy football at work becomes a site of negotiation within the hegemonic
masculinity of the workplace. While women are consenting to the norm of not being competitive
at work, they do not consent to this norm in fantasy football. Furthermore, they find that this
resistance becomes incorporated into the hegemonic system and they are again included in a
once exclusive masculine space. Additionally, it also opens doors to other exclusive masculine
spaces at work. The ability of these women to openly participate in competitive behavior in
fantasy football as a safe space empowers these women and further allows then to resist the
hegemony by using the tool of competition against the hegemonic structure. What is more
empowering is that it allows these women to do it safely and with little risk to their careers.
Whereas the previous chapter offers an application for the use of fantasy football to resist
hegemonic masculinity within American football, these findings present fantasy football as a
space for resistance to hegemonic masculinity in the workplace. First, fantasy football can
provide women with a safe outlet for competition. Second, this safe space can be useful in the
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context of the workplace. Women can use fantasy football at work to be included and gain access
to masculine areas. Third, women can use fantasy football as a safe space to exhibit competition
at work without fear of backlash. Fourth, fantasy football allows women to explore the
continuum of gendered performance and to break free of the constraints of the gender binary
system that they discuss feeling compelled to follow while at work. Finally, women become
empowered through participation in fantasy football at work whether it is by participating in a
masculine space, performing masculine behaviors such as competition in a safe space, or
breaking free of the constraints of the gendered binary system.
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Chapter 6:
Conclusion: Fantasy Football as Resistance and Reinforcement
Conclusions
In 1996, Sharon Bird argued for a change in the institutionalization of the processes that
constitute and reconstitute hegemonic masculinity. Specifically, she called for “subversion of
widely accepted gender beliefs, attitudes, and expectations” and encouraged us to “continually
challenge and ultimately eradicate” terms of masculinity such as “male means being emotionally
detached, competitive, and supportive of the sexual objectification of women as well as the
assumption that men whose identities do not embody these meanings are not true men” (Bird,
1996, p. 131). The narratives of the interviewees demonstrate that these women are accepting
this challenge.
This chapter will address how these women demonstrate that fantasy football is a form of
resistance and a safe space for competition. It will also address that in addition to being a safe
space for competition, it has the potential to be a competitive space at the workplace.
Furthermore, this chapter will engage in a discussion of how even though fantasy football can be
a space for resistance and safe competition, it might also be a space that reinforces hegemonic
masculinity. This chapter will also address the limitations of the study and propose three areas
for potential future research.
Fantasy Football: A Form of Resistance
Hegemonic masculinity does not function as the “commonest pattern in the everyday
lives of boys and men” but, “rather, hegemony works in part through the production of
exemplars of masculinity (e.g., professional sports stars), symbols that have authority despite the
fact that most men and boys do not fully live up to them” (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005, p.
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846). This formulation of hegemonic masculinity allows for the potential of change in gender
negotiations through resistance to patriarchy by women and from men who perform alternative
masculinities. Furthermore, these resistances have caused the “historical construction and
reconstruction of hegemonic masculinities” and will continue to do so (Connell &
Messerschmidt, 2005, p. 846).
In contradiction to the hegemonic masculinity of American football and American
football fandom, fantasy football provides a space in which women are able to circumnavigate
the structural barriers of exclusion and discrediting. It provides a space for inclusion through
actual participation, which at its base level is a form of resistance because it bypasses the
exclusions of hegemonic masculinity. Within the narratives of these 28 interviewees, all of these
women indicated that they are participating in this resistance, even if it is unknowingly, by
feeling included because of their participation in fantasy football. Within these narratives, I
found different types of resistance, including acts of self-identification, articulation, and
participation. All of these acts of resistance fall into three levels of resistance: low level,
midlevel, and high level.
Low level resistance, in the context of these women’s narratives, consists of low stakes
resistance and can even be considered resistance without knowing. Foucault (2000) argues that
just as there are intersections of power and knowledge within a hegemony, so are there sites of
resistance where the hegemony can be contested. These intersections of resistance are sites of
struggle, as a hegemony is a negotiation. I argue that this negotiation is not just an external
expression of material as Gramsci (1971) suggests, but it is also an internal expression. This is
where the low level acts of resistance begin. One such internal act of resistance that these women
engage in is self-identification as an American football fan. Since women are excluded from
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participation in American football and are portrayed by the media as accessories within
American football, when women identify themselves as American football fans, they are
resisting the hegemonic structure. This self-identification of American football fandom as a form
of resistance is evident by the backlash that these women receive from men when they enact or
perform this fandom.
Another form of low level resistance is the simple participation by these women in
fantasy football. This participation is categorized as a low level resistance because it is an
extension of these women’s fandom performances. Also, these women do not participate in
fantasy football as an active form of resistance, but because of their love of American football.
Furthermore, the act of participating in fantasy football is classified as a form of resistance, not
just because of its extension of American football fandom, but because it provides these women
with what is seen as practical experience in American football, as well as inclusion in American
football.
While low level resistance consists of internalized and simple participatory acts of
resistance, midlevel acts of resistance consist of public displays of resistance by these women.
Though it is not always the case, these displays are done with some awareness of their resistant
power. In other words, when performed, these women become aware that they are actively
resisting the hegemonic structure. One form of midlevel resistance is when these women
participate in discussions about their participation in fantasy football. For the most part, these
women participate in these discussions as part of their fandom. They talk about their teams and
how they are doing. However, when they engage in these discussions these women observed that
they are treated better by men as it relates to their fandom. These women even discuss the shift
from being excluded from American football to being included in American football within these
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discussions. This articulation of their participation in fantasy football demonstrates resistance as
the act engages in a negotiation of power, which ends with these women being incorporated
within the hegemony of American football.
Another form of midlevel resistance within this context is when these women participate
in fantasy football within a public space such as in the workplace. In this instance, I am referring
to participation in fantasy football work leagues. This participation on a more public level has
more risk and could potentially put these women in a vulnerable position as it relates to their
jobs. That being said, what these women describe, in contrast is that this public display of
resistance instead allows them to be competitive in a safe space. This in itself is a site of
resistance because these women are able to safely perform, that which has been deemed as a
masculine quality, competition. Participation in fantasy football at work gives these women more
access to masculine spaces within their workplace and thus inclusion. Even if this act of
resistance is not being performed as an act of resistance, it is a demonstration of resistance.
Furthermore, as a hegemony requires a negotiation for power, it is in this act of resistance that
we clearly see this negotiation or struggle. These women battle with their inherent need to be
competitive and their conditioned response of non-competitiveness at work. Participating in
fantasy football at work allows these women to negotiate this struggle safely.
Finally, the third level of resistance discussed by these women is the high level of
resistance. This level of resistance should be characterized as be called “counter-hegemony.”
According to Theodore Cohn (2004), counter-hegemony is defined as “an alternative ethical
view of society” that challenges the current view (p.131). While some counter-hegemonic groups
have been classified as radical, many counter-hegemonic movements begin with open narratives
from those who are resisting (Barden, 2010). It is these open narratives that persuade others to
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speak out against the hegemony. The acts of resistance found in the high level resistance
category are such open exclamations against the hegemony. One example of this is that these
women openly do not accepting the media narratives about women in American football and
purposefully act against it. Such acts include watching sports and performing masculine
behaviors such as wearing team clothing, talking to or taunting other fans, or being competitive.
Some women describe their fear of doing this for safety reasons and purposefully act feminine
and wear bows when performing their fan identity in public.
Another form of high level resistance is when these women flaunt their wins. Flaunting
their wins in fantasy football empowers these women, and, more than that, allows them to
perform their competitive spirit. The articulation of winning in this manner is an open resistance
to the hegemonic structure because these women are purposefully performing a quality,
specifically competition, which is classified as one of the three aspects of hegemonic masculinity
(Bird, 1996). Additionally, it is open resistance because it mocks the hegemonic masculinity
narrative that men are better than women at American football. This open mocking or flaunting
is the closest act to what can be characterized as counter-hegemony.
Finally, the last form of high level resistance is when these women articulate their high
level of awareness of the hegemony and then articulate their resistance to it. Specifically, several
interviewees gave narratives of their awareness of this resistance. One interviewee actually refers
to participating in fantasy football as “a secret club” as if this act makes her part of a subversive
secret society or protest group. Other women describe how they talk openly about and against the
exclusion created by the hegemonic structure of American football. And another interviewee
named her fantasy football team “Ditka Wears Prada” as a way to openly flaunt the coupling of
hyper masculinity and hyper femininity. This coupling occurs by the combination of the names
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of one of the most famous male coaches and a high end fashion brand. The league name is also a
play on the title of a movie, The Devil Wears Prada. This movie features Meryl Streep, who
plays Miranda Priestly, a high powered fashion magazine editor to whom the title is referring as
the devil. The use of the hyper masculine image of Coach Mike Ditka coupled with the super
feminine image of high fashion, along with the reference to a successful and competitive woman,
who is portrayed throughout the movie as cold and calculated, gives a complex image of her
identity as a woman who plays fantasy football. Furthermore, the use of this discourse publicly
as the name of her fantasy football team is an articulation of resistance.
All of the women who participated in this study are brave and are resisting hegemony,
because even though they have all experienced exclusion from American football, they still
chose to participate in fantasy football, even as they were, perhaps, largely unconscious of if it,
with the possibility of experiencing the same level of exclusion. However, what they found out
was that instead it provides a path to inclusion.
Collectively, these three levels of resistance offer women the ability, motivation, and
tools to wage a “war of position” against the hegemony of American football. According to
Gramsci (2007), a war of position is resistance to the dominant culture through the use of culture
by slowly building an alternative institution and alternative resources within the existing culture.
It creates an alternative culture. That is exactly what these women are doing; they are creating an
alternative culture by facilitating a coed institution within fantasy football and by using fantasy
football to provide credibility resources to women for the purposes of inclusion.
This alternate culture creates a ripple effect of changes, which then slowly changes the
hegemony. Because a hegemony is a fluid, changing structure that constantly struggles to stay in
power, each site where a small or large resistance takes place creates a place of negotiation
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which then leads to incorporation of the resistance. This incorporation is the hegemony’s natural
response to resistances, and functions as a strategy to keep the resistance from overthrowing the
structure. Similar incorporations have been observed within the NFL in the past few years. Some
examples are the creation of women’s NFL clothing, limited inclusion of women in advertising,
and, more recently after the Ray Rice incident and the National Organization of Women’s protest
against the NFL, women’s flag football and training sessions for women to learn about American
football.
This study challenges other women to take part in this resistance and counter-hegemony
by participating in fantasy football and helping to continue to challenge hegemonic masculinity
and its purposeful exclusion of women from American football. Furthermore, it is this strategy of
participation that allows for the circumnavigating of the barriers of entry within a hegemonic
system. I suggest that this strategy can be used by others to gain similar access to other
hegemonic systems. Finally, this study provides evidence that within a hegemony, waging a war
of position can be a successful start to challenging and changing the structure.
Fantasy Football: A Competitive Space at Work
The narratives of these 28 interviewees provided evidence of how important the
competitive aspect of fantasy football is to the workplace. These women reported either
receiving backlash in the workplace for performing masculine traits such as competition or they
felt the need to actively suppress their competitive spirit in order to avoid backlash. Again, these
women demonstrate that they are using participation in fantasy football to bypass this workplace
barrier.
These interviewees found that they do not receive backlash for being competitive while
participating in fantasy football. This led to their lack of need to suppress or self-monitor their
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competitive spirit as they do in the workplace. Furthermore, many interviewees discussed that
this competitive participation, when performed in context of the workplace, such as when part of
a work league or when discussing it at work, these women were further included at work. This
demonstrates that fantasy football is a safe space for competition. These findings present a
concrete application of fantasy football as a safe outlet for competition. Second, this safe space
can be used by women at work as a strategy to gain access to masculine areas and further
inclusion. Third, women should use fantasy football as a safe space to be competitive at work
without fear of backlash.
Fantasy Football: A Conversation About Women as the Other
Throughout this study, the narrative of these interviewees present a natural state of
exclusion from masculinity for women, whether it is in American football fandom or in the
workplace. However, these women demonstrate that they are able to circumnavigate these
exclusions and become included, in an important, but limited manner through the use of fantasy
football. In this study, I present these narratives as important to the case of resistance within the
hegemonic masculinity of American football and our society. However, I would like to bring to
the forefront that the narratives of these women and, thus, the discussion about these narratives
in this study is still a discussion of women as the other or subordinate. It is always in the context
of the opposition to hegemonic masculinity and men. It is always concerning itself with what
should women be doing to bypass the barriers placed up to exclude them.
This otherness, or subordination of these women is a direct result of the hegemony.
However, it is also a direct result of the consent of these women as well. For in a hegemony, the
subordinate groups must also give consent to the dominant group (Gramsci, 1971). We see this
in the struggle that these women encounter in the everyday life of living within the hegemony
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while also trying to resist. For example, some women discuss how they are sure to dress and act
appropriately feminine when out at a sports bar or attending an American football game. Other
women recount the struggle of feeling the need to be non-competitive at work but expressing
competitiveness as an inherent characteristic of their personality.
My attention to this aspect is by no means to diminish their actions, as I am immensely
proud of these women and what they are accomplishing. Indeed, I find these findings to be very
valuable. It is, however, to discuss, instead, that women must constantly be thinking and working
as another in this context in order to be included. Even Bird (1996) argues that we must
constantly challenge these notions of gender in context to hegemonic masculinity, but it is
always done so as an “other.” Furthermore, this navigation of women as the other leads us leave
the masculine spaces alone and only seek inclusion where it is deemed as appropriate, such as
competition within fantasy football at work. This maybe all that we feel we can do for now, but it
further constitutes women’s subordination through their behaviors and discourse (Buzzanell,
1994). We need to be careful not to always play the game of gender roles and not be scared to
violate the binary gender norms. Even more so, we as women, need to be careful not to punish
other women for what we might see as violations of these roles as it replicates the same form of
exclusion as performed by men.
While this is a discussion of women as an “other,” it is only a discussion of women as a
gendered other. By this I mean that these women are essentially privileged because they are
primarily white, college-educated professionals who earn between $50,000 to $100,000 a year.
Although these women are resisting and circumnavigating the barriers of entry into this
masculine space, their ability to do this comes from a very privileged place. While the data
collected for this study does not give any direct indication, it is possible that most of this
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privilege is rooted in class. Fantasy football requires money and time. These are all things that
one might have if they are a college educated professional who makes $50,000 to $100,000 a
year. As discussed previously, fantasy football is primarily male, white, college-educated
professionals who make over $90,000 a year, making this space one of privilege and exclusivity
(FSTA, 2014). The exclusion of other races is more likely to be based in the professional
environment and its exclusionary practices.
Other Notable Themes
There are five themes that emerged from the interview data that I collected from the 28
women who play fantasy football that, although not significant enough to warrant an individual
chapter, are worth mentioning. The social aspect of the fantasy football was discussed in both
chapter 4 and 5 as part of the inclusion sections. However, independent of these sections, all of
the women interviewed acknowledged the importance of the social element of fantasy football.
For all of the interviewees, their family was a driving force for their love of football. Almost 2/3
of the interviewees discussed that this was based on a bonding aspect with their father, with only
3 women discussing their mothers as their football influence. Three quarters of the interviewees
discussed playing sports growing up. All of the interviewees described heavy media technology
in the context of fantasy football participation, such as online news gathering, online fantasy
football platforms, and social media. Furthermore, 70% of the interviewees discussed their love
of the statistical aspect of fantasy football participation.
Limitations
Researching a group from the inside perspective always comes with its own limitations
and it primarily begins and ends with the researcher. Being someone who actively plays fantasy
football, I took the necessary precautions of removing myself temporarily from the community
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by not participating in fantasy football during data collection. However, not participating did not
always make me objective. I caught myself several times during interviews wanting, and
sometimes even acting upon this wanting, to talk with them as a friend with a shared interest. At
times, it was exciting to hear narratives from women that were similar to my own.
Another limitation to my study is that the participants lack diversity. Out of the 30
potential interviewees who filled out the qualifying pre-survey, 25 of the women identified as
Caucasian, 19 as ages 30-39, and 15 hold a graduate degree. In addition, due to the lack of
diversity, the demographics of these women mirror my own demographic features, which is
likely as a consequence of my role as a researcher and my use of a purposeful snowball
sampling. It is typical for this to happen when collecting data in a qualitative manner when there
are not any quotas in place during the data collection (Tracy, 2013). Because there is very little
research concerning the demographics of women who play fantasy football, it is impossible for
me to know if I was the direct reason for this lack of diversity or if it was because this reflects
the demographics of women who play fantasy football. Further data collection will help address
if this is an issue.
Potential for Future Research
Based on the findings, there are several areas where further research would be beneficial.
First, the women in this study discussed inclusion in fantasy football by men in the on multiple
levels, but described exclusion by men outside of fantasy football. In addition to further
expanding this research, that investigating why men are willing to included women in fantasy
football, but might not be as willing to include them in other areas of American football fandom
is warranted. Additionally, Bird (1996) argues that many men have individual reservations to
hegemonic masculinity even as they reproduce the behaviors of hegemonic masculinity when in
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a homosocial environment. This aspect of men including or excluding women is also important
to investigate in the context of fantasy football.
One area that I am specifically interested in is a further study of women’s use of fantasy
football at work. Understanding if the phenomenon that these women describe of fantasy football
as a safe space for competition at work is consistent across different work environment would be
important. Additionally, I would like to investigate if women who use fantasy football as a safe
space for competition in the workplace are more successful than the men in their workplace. In
other words, I would like to understand if competition in fantasy football at work is what O’Neill
and O’Reilly (2011) argue as an act of self-monitoring at work.
Understanding the privilege undergirds the phenomenon of fantasy football is also an
important aspect that needs to be explored. Although it would be interesting to understand it in
the context of women and fantasy football, I would argue that it is more important to understand
first why fantasy football a place for racial, social, and class privilege. It might be indicative of
the historical context of American football or it might be based in the economical and time
requirements of fantasy football, which as discussed above then creates a racial privilege to the
professional environment’s racial exclusivity.
Another area that needs exploring deals with women who work in direct contact with the
NFL. This would include, but not be limited to, front office staff, athletic training staff, sports
agents, lawyers, and public relations agents. How these women experience their workplace, as
well as possible exclusions, is important to understand. Additionally, it is important to
understand how their experiences compare to those of women who are sportscasters.
Women are always going have to fight for a seat at the table in American football
fandom. However, researching and understanding how women are using fantasy football in order
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to secure those seats in important. The findings of this study only tell part of the narrative about
women who play fantasy football. Much work remains to be done. By understanding the tactics
and strategies that these women are using we can share the information with others and work to
meet Bird’s (1996) challenge to subvert the “widely accepted gender beliefs, attitudes, and
expectations” (p. 121). It is my goal to continue this research and share it with others in order to
help accomplish this goal.
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APPENDIX 1 – Recruitment Email
Dear Fantasy Football Player,
My name is Caroline E. Sawyer and I am a doctoral candidate in the Department of
Communication at the University of Memphis. I am conducting a study about women who play
fantasy football. You were selected to participate because you have indicated to me that you play
online fantasy football. The goal of this study is to understand how women play fantasy football.
The study will require an in-depth interview that will take approximately 30 to 45 minutes.
Interviews will be conducted online and will be video recorded for data analysis, and all
personally identifying information will be kept confidential.
If you might be interested in participating in this study, please click this link https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2CNFXS8
It will take you to a website that contains an informed consent form with more information
about the study. After reading the form, please type your name in and then select the Accept
button if you would like to participate or please select the Reject button if you choose not to
participate. If you select the Accept button, you will then be directed to a collection of
demographic questions. Feel free to answer or skip them. Then you will be directed to a website
in which you can select interview time based on your availability.
Also, if you know any other women who play fantasy football and might be interested in
participating, please forward this email to them.
If you have any questions, please feel free contact me via email, cesawyer@memphis.edu.
Thank you for your help!

Caroline Sawyer
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APPENDIX 2 – Informed Consent & Survey
Consent to Participate in a Research Study
From Cheerleader to Quarterback Princess:
A Narrative Approach to Understanding Gender in Online Fantasy Football

WHY ARE YOU BEING INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THIS RESEARCH?
You are being invited to take part in a research study women who play online fantasy football.
You are being invited to take part in this research study because you have indicated to me that
you participate in online fantasy football. If you volunteer to take part in this study, you will be
one of about 20 to 50 women to do so.

WHO IS DOING THE STUDY?
The person in charge of this study is Caroline E. Sawyer, doctoral student in the Department of
Communication at the University of Memphis, under the supervision of Kris M. Markman, PhD.
There may be other people on the research team assisting at different times during the study.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?
The goal of this survey is to understand how women participate in fantasy football.

ARE THERE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD NOT TAKE PART IN THIS STUDY?
If you are under the age of 18 years of age, you should not participate in this study. If you do not
identify yourself as a woman, you should not participate in this study. If you have not played
fantasy football at least once in last five years, you should not participate in this study. If you do
not have access to a computer with a webcam, you should not participate in this study.
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WHERE IS THE STUDY GOING TO TAKE PLACE AND HOW LONG WILL IT LAST?
The research procedures will be conducted as an interview online through Adobe Connect, which
will allow the researcher to record your video and audio during the interview.

WHAT WILL YOU BE ASKED TO DO?
For this research you will be asked to participate in a semi-structured interview with the
researcher about your experience participating in fantasy football. This interview will take
approximately 30 to 45 minutes.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS?
To the best of our knowledge, the things you will be doing have no more risk of harm than you
would experience in everyday life.

WILL YOU BENEFIT FROM TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY?
You will receive a $10 Amazon or iTunes gift card of your choice for participating in this study.
DO YOU HAVE TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY?
If you decide to take part in the study, it should be because you really want to volunteer. You
will not lose any benefits or rights you would normally have if you choose not to volunteer. You
can stop at any time during the study and still keep the benefits and rights you had before
volunteering.
IF YOU DON’T WANT TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY, ARE THERE OTHER CHOICES?
If you do not want to be in the study, there are no other choices except not to take part in the
study.
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WHAT WILL IT COST YOU TO PARTICIPATE?
There are no costs associated with taking part in the study.
WILL YOU RECEIVE ANY REWARDS FOR TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY?
You will receive a $10 Amazon or iTunes gift card of your choice for participating in this study.
WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION THAT YOU GIVE?
We will make every effort to keep private all research records that identify you to the extent
allowed by law.
Your information will be combined with information from other people taking part in the study.
When we write about the study to share it with other researchers, we will write about the
combined information we have gathered. You will not be personally identified in these written
materials. We may publish the results of this study; however, we will keep your name and other
identifying information private.
Data that is collected will be stored on a secure database on an external hard drive, which will
only be connected to a computer with Internet access during data collection. As part of the data
collection process and analyses, the researcher will assign a pseudonym to each participant. This
measure will be done to protect the identity of each participant and to ensure maximum
confidentiality.
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team from knowing that
you gave us information, or what that information is.
We will keep private all research records that identify you to the extent allowed by law.
However, there are some circumstances in which we may have to show your information to other
people. For example, the law may require us to show your information to a court. Also, we may
be required to show information which identifies you to people who need to be sure we have
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done the research correctly; these would be people from such organizations as the University of
Memphis.
CAN YOUR TAKING PART IN THE STUDY END EARLY?
If you decide to take part in the study you still have the right to decide at any time that you no
longer want to continue. You will not be treated differently if you decide to stop taking part in
the study.
The individuals conducting the study may need to withdraw you from the study. This may occur
if you are not able to follow the directions they give you, if they find that your being in the study
is more risk than benefit to you, or if the agency funding the study decides to stop the study early
for a variety of scientific reasons.

WHAT IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS, CONCERNS, OR COMPLAINTS?
Before you decide whether to accept this invitation to take part in the study, please ask any
questions that might come to mind now. Later, if you have questions, suggestions, concerns, or
complaints about the study, you can contact the investigator, Caroline E. Sawyer at
cesawyer@memphis.edu or 832-350-9408. If you have any questions about your rights as a
volunteer in this research, contact the Institutional Review Board staff at the University of
Memphis at 901-678-3074. We will give you a signed copy of this consent form to take with
you.
WHAT IF NEW INFORMATION IS LEARNED DURING THE STUDY THAT MIGHT
AFFECT YOUR DECISION TO PARTICIPATE?
If the researcher learns of new information in regards to this study, and it might change your
willingness to stay in this study, the information will be provided to you. You may be asked to
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sign a new informed consent form if the information is provided to you after you have joined the
study.
By typing your name in the text box below and submitting this form, you agree to take part in the
study as detailed above.

_____________________________________________
Typed name of person agreeing to take part in the study

____________
Date

______________________________________________
Name of [authorized] person obtaining informed consent

____________
Date
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Demographic Questions
The following questions are demographic questions about yourself. Please feel free to answer
them or to skip them. They are not required.
1. What is your gender?
a. Woman
b. Man
2. What is your ethnic background? Mark one or more.
a. Caucasian
b. Black or African American
c. Asian
d. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
e. American Indian or Alaska Native
f. Latin American
g. Other
h. Choose not to answer
3. What category below included your age?
a. 17 or younger
b. 18-20
c. 21-29
d. 30-39
e. 40-49
f. 50-59
g. 60 or older
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h. Choose not to answer
4. What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have
received?
a. Less than high school degree
b. High school degree or equivalent (e.g. GED)
c. Some college but no degree
d. Associate degree
e. Bachelor degree
f. Graduate degree
g. Choose not to answer
5. What is your approximate average household income?
a. $0-$24,999
b. $25,000-$49,999
c. $50,000-$74,999
d. $75,000-$99,999
e. $100,000-$124,999
f. $125,000-$149,999
g. $150,000-$174,999
h. $175,000-$199,999
i. $200,000 and up
j. Choose not to answer
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Schedule Interview
Thank you very much for your participation in this study. Now that you have completed the
Informed Consent and Demographic portion, please go to the website below and schedule your
interview.
meetme.so/cesawyer

Thank you,
Caroline E. Sawyer
Doctoral Candidate
Department of Communication
The University of Memphis
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IRB Approval

Hello,
The University of Memphis Institutional Review Board, FWA00006815, has reviewed and
approved your submission in accordance with all applicable statuses and regulations as well as
ethical principles.
PI NAME: Caroline Sawyer
CO-PI:
PROJECT TITLE: From Cheerleader to Quarterback Princess: Gender Narratives in Fantasy
Football
FACULTY ADVISOR NAME (if applicable): Kristine Markman
IRB ID: #2711
APPROVAL DATE: 6/20/2013
EXPIRATION DATE:
LEVEL OF REVIEW: Expedited
Please Note: Modifications do not extend the expiration of the original approval

Approval of this project is given with the following obligations:
1. If this IRB approval has an expiration date, an approved renewal must be in effect to
continue the project prior to that date. If approval is not obtained, the human consent
form(s) and recruiting material(s) are no longer valid and any research activities involving
human subjects must stop.
2. When the project is finished or terminated, a completion form must be completed and
sent to the board.
3. No change may be made in the approved protocol without prior board approval,
whether the approved protocol was reviewed at the Exempt, Exedited or Full Board level.
4. Exempt approval are considered to have no expiration date and no further review is
necessary unless the protocol needs modification.
Approval of this project is given with the following special obligations:

Thank you,
Ronnie Priest, PhD
Institutional Review Board Chair
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The University of Memphis.
Note: Review outcomes will be communicated to the email address on file. This email should be considered an
official communication from the UM IRB. Consent Forms are no longer being stamped as well. Please contact
the IRB at IRB@memphis.edu if a letter on IRB letterhead is required.
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